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President’s Message 

Over the last two years, I needed substantial preparation to 
feel able to start my role as new President of the ISI. While 
trying to understand the many duties of a President, I have 
been fortunate to receive substantial support from various 
people, from the outgoing President and Executive Committee, 
from the Staff of the Permanent Office, especially from Director 
Ada van Krimpen as well as from her predecessor Wim 
Senden. During the ISI Session in Durban, I had further 
opportunities to talk with dozens of people who are all devoted 
to our cause, furthering the ISI. By now, I look forward and with 
great anticipation to my two years as President. 
Members of the ISI and its Associations will remember that the 
General Assembly of ISI accepted a Strategic Plan with eight 
major areas to which it wants to contribute. I want us to pursue 
these as vigorously as possible. A genuine restructuring of the 
Institute is long overdue and the Sections should carry far 
more responsibility in the decision-making. We want the 
enthusiasm and ideas of Young Statisticians to help move the 
ISI forward … and reciprocally, we want the ISI to play an 
important role in helping them progress in their careers. And 
there is so much more that the ISI can do to help support 
statisticians in developing countries, groups who are under-
represented in our Society and statisticians who work in areas 
not within the current scope of ISI or Section activities.  
Contacts with the incoming ISI Executive Committee and 
Council and the incoming Section Presidents in Durban have 
been extremely warm and constructive. I feel that we all share 
a common purpose in terms of what we are seeking for the ISI, 
and a common determination to achieve something significant 
over the next two years. If you have suggestions about how 
the ISI can improve or where it should be heading, please 
contact Ada or me. We want to hear from you, and we will 
respond. 
It is my very pleasant task to say a few words of thanks to the 
outgoing President of the International Statistical Institute, 
Professor Denise Lievesley. Of course, Denise has had a long 
association with the ISI as a member, Executive Director and 
Section President. However, I would just like to focus here on 
her last few years as a member of the Executive Committee, 
first as Incoming President and then as President.  
One thing of which you cannot accuse Denise is a lack of 
passion. And that is perhaps the most important thing she has 
brought to her leadership in the ISI – passion about a subject 
that has been dear to her heart for a long time. And what is 
this? 
What can the ISI be doing to further the interests and the 
welfare of disadvantaged groups in our world, particularly 
women, particularly young people, particularly people in 
developing countries, and notably – as indicated by the 
location of the last ISI Session – people in Africa? 
The ISI Session in Durban, or World Statistics Congress as it 
will be called in the future, provided ample evidence of her 
endeavors. Denise has made numerous visits to Africa, 

indeed, she recently spent six months in Ethiopia, developing 
an understanding of the issues for all these groups, 
encouraging people to participate, finding ways that would 
enable them to participate, and liaising with the Organizers to 
facilitate all these things happening.  
And what has been the result? A remarkable outcome for 
Africa: A third of the delegates from Africa, young and old, 
female and male. This was not all due to Denise, of course, the 
Statistician-General of South Africa Pali Lehohla and his team, 
and all the Program Chairs and program participants and local 
support have done wonderfully well, as the outgoing President 
has amply acknowledged in her thank-you message during the 
General Assembly of the 57th ISI Session. However, her 
contribution has been unique, enormous, and essential. It is 
clear that we will miss her passion. 
There was one other contribution she has made that will have 
struck everyone who has been at the Session, and again is 
unique. We were delighted for several days by the Vision 
Splendide of the Presidential attire. The Local Organizers had 
the splendid idea to dress Denise every day in different attire, 
each time typical for one of the many people that live in South 
Africa. For decades, there has been one boringly-dressed 
male President after another. Suddenly, we have been 
refreshed.  
I would like to use this occasion to thank Denise and the whole 
outgoing Executive Committee for the collaborative spirit. We 
promise that we will do our utmost to help ISI in its future 
progress. 
 
I consider it a privilege that one of my first actions as new 
President of the ISI consists in sending a special word of 
thanks to the Local Organizing Committee of the 57th Session 
of the ISI in Durban, South Africa.  
 
The number of participants exceeded most of the predictions 
that had to be based on aspects like travel costs, fees and 
security. With close to 100 invited paper sessions and a 
multiple of that of contributed papers, the scientific challenges 
have been clearly met. Though what made the Session stand 
out is the unexpectedly large contingent of participants from 
the African continent. Especially the more than 300 young 
statisticians from Africa, mainly supported by the World Bank 
and the African Development Bank, have given the entire 
meeting an authentic and uncommon flavour. More flavour 
came through the lavish and varied social activities that have 
been greatly appreciated by the participants. 
 
It is our intention to continue the discussion on how we will 
keep a focus on Africa and the statistical development of this 
vast continent. In particular, the legacy of the Session as it 
touches the younger generation should remain our special 
focus. We pledge commitment and support to help advance 
statistics at all levels.  
 
ISI wishes to extend its sincere gratitude to the Statistician-
General Pali Lehohla and his entire team for the splendid work 
and the tremendous commitment that made the Session a 
success.  
 

Jef Teugels 
ISI President 

 

Jef Teugels 
ISI President 
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Director’s Message 

The 57th ISI Session in Durban, South Africa, was an 
unforgettable experience for the approximately two-and-a-half 
thousand participants. The rich Scientific Programme offered 
various scientific paper contributions and the social events 
were unprecedented. From the momentous ceremony, where 
South African President Jacob Zuma honoured us with his 
opening speech, until the closing ceremony with the 
outstanding cultural programme, it was all equally impressive. 
Many of us were touched by the performances of learners of 
the Our Lady of the Rosary School and on top of that the 
female participants had the privilege of attending a Women’s 
dinner with a performance by musical icon Yvonne Chaka 
Chaka.  
The Durban Session was also unprecedented for its 
participation: It had the highest proportion of women, the 
highest proportion of participants from sub-Saharan Africa, and 
the highest proportion of young statisticians. It is important to 
mention its outreach to the African continent and the attention 
it gained in the media for the sake of statistics and the 
ISIBALO project for statistical capacity. It showed the positive 
spin offs for hosting a Session and we all hope that the positive 
effects will last long after the Session.  
We owe our heartfelt thanks to Mr. Pali Lehohla, the 
Statistician-General of Statistics South Africa, Mr. Jairo Arrow, 
ISI Executive Secretary, and his fabulous team and Mr. Tim 
Dunne, Chair of the Local Scientific Programme Committee, 
for their excellent work! 
 
The Irish Ambassador Mr. Colin Wrafter and the Director-
General of CSO Ireland, Mr. Gerry O’Hanlon, presented the 
plans for forthcoming ISI World Statistics Congress, as the 
Sessions will be called in future, which will be organised in 
Dublin from 21-26 August 2011. The Congress will be hosted 

in a brand new Conference Centre and promises to be an 
equally interesting event. The 2011 Congress will have a 
special Theme Day, “Water, quality and quantity”, during which 
all papers will address the theme from various statistical 
perspectives. You may consult the website www.isi2011.ie for 
staying up-to-date.  
 
For me, after becoming the new ISI Director only as of 1st of 
August 2009, the Session offered an excellent opportunity to 
meet with so many people who are active in the ISI Family: the 
Section Presidents, the Committee Chairs, EC and Council 
members and many more. It was impressive to see how many 
plans there are for the future and the further enhancement of 
the ISI family. I returned from Durban loaded with ideas for 
future activities for the ISI.  
 
One of the objectives is improving the communication with the 
ISI and Section members about the ISI activities. A first step 
will be a new website for the ISI that will provide our members 
and all those interested in ISI activities with up-to-date 
information. The aim is to have the new website ready in first 
half of 2010. The ISI Newsletter will continue to be published 
on the Internet, but will change in future. I would be happy to 
receive the advice and comments of our members with regard 
to these developments. 
 
Equally important are the unremitting efforts to increase the 
membership of the ISI ensuring that ISI remains an active and 
significant organisation for statisticians from all over the world. 
The challenge will be to attract more members, from a younger 
age and to ensure better participation from developing 
countries. The new Executive Committee and Council are 
increasing their efforts in this area. Jef Teugels, the new ISI 
President, has already taken the necessary steps, as you will 
have read in his Message. The ISI Permanent Office in The 
Hague is ready to support these activities and to contribute 
with an experienced team. 
 
I am happy to announce that the 2010 membership fees for ISI 
elected membership remain the same as in 2009. 
 

Ada van Krimpen 
ISI Director 

 

Ada van Krimpen 
ISI Director 
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ISI Durban Session: Glances of Durban 

The ISI Session in Durban, South Africa, was the first ISI 
biennial conference that took place in sub-Saharan Africa. This 
has been said and printed many times before, even in previous 
issues of the ISI Newsletter. Only those who attended the ISI 
Durban Session really know what a wonderful, lively 
experience it truly was. Several photographs have been 
included to show what cannot be conveyed in writing.  
 

In addition, we wish to convey a word of thanks from the 2009 
Local Organising Committee to the participants who made the 
conference memorable. The ISI Permanent Office, in turn, 
would like to thank the members of the Local Organising 
Committee for their hard work and dedication, as well as their 
kindness and sense of humour!  

ISI Permanent Office
 

Performance at the Opening Ceremony on Sunday, 16th August 2009 Dancers enjoying themselves at the Opening Ceremony 
 

Windy Durban! The effect of windy Durban on the front entrance of the ICC 
 

Dancing at the Women's Dinner, City Hall, Durban ISI General Assembly: The Executive Committee and ISI Director seated 
with ISI President Denise Lievesley speaking to the audience 
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ISBIS President Nick Fisher's trendy attire while speaking at the ISI 
General Assembly 

School children performing at the ISI General Assembly 

 

Dr. Jairo Arrow checking that everything is in order prior to the VIP 
Dinner 

Guests gathering for the VIP Dinner 

 

School children performing at the Closing Ceremony  
on Saturday, 22nd August 2009 

String Orchestra performing during the Gala Dinner 
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Incoming ISI President Jef Teugels, Director-General of CSO Ireland 
Mr. Gerry O'Hanlon and ISI Director Ada van Krimpen 

already preparing for the Dublin Congress at the Gala Dinner  

Performance at the Gala Dinner 

 

Awards Presented in Durban 

Various awards were presented at the ISI General Assembly in Durban on 21st of August 2009.  
 
The fourth ISI Mahalanobis Award was presented to 
Professor Pedro Alberto Morettin (Brazil) during the ISI 
General Assembly in Durban on 21st of August. At the ISI 
General Assembly, Professor Lynne Billard, who chaired the 
ISI Mahalanobis Committee, gave an introduction about this 
prestigious award and a background of Professor Morettin’s 
career. This was followed by a speech by the Honorable 
Minister of State for Statistics & Programme Implementation, 
Government of India, Shri Sriprakash Jaiswal. Professor 

Morettin received a certificate from the ISI as well as a plaque 
from the Government of India.  
Initiated and financially supported by the Government of India, 
the biennial ‘Mahalanobis Prize’ serves to honour the memory 
of Professor P.C. Mahalanobis by recognising the lifetime 
contribution of selected statisticians from developing countries 
who have earned their reputation in developing countries. 
Previous winners of this Prize include Prof. C.R. Rao, Prof. 
Ben Kiregyera and Dr. Isidoro P. David. 

 

Professor Pedro Alberto Morettin and Professor Lynne Billard Professor Pedro Alberto Morettin (left) and the Honorable Minister 
of State for Statistics & Programme Implementation, Government 

of India, Shri Sriprakash Jaiswal 
 

One of the fundamental objectives of the ISI is to define and 
institute a constructive role for the ISI in supporting the 
development of young statisticians. With this in mind, the ISI 
Jan Tinbergen Awards were established as an international 
competition for young statisticians from a developing country 
with the first prize taking place at the 1983 ISI Session; they 
continue to be presented at the biennial meetings of the ISI. In 
Durban, the following three winners received the ISI Jan 
Tinbergen Award, named after the famous Dutch 
econometrician:  
• Mr. Pierre Joubert Nguetse Tegoum (Cameroon): "Estimating 

the Returns to Education in Cameroon Informal Sector" 

• Mr. Mohammad Arashi (Iran): "Problem with Estimation with 
Balanced Loss Function in Elliptical Models" 

• Mr. Sudheesh Kumar Kattumannil (India): "Some Results on 
Lower Variance Bound: A Unified Approach" 

In addition to a cash prize, generously provided by the Dutch 
‘Stichting Internationaal Statistisch Studiefonds’, these three 
individuals will received support to participate at the Durban 
Session and they presented their winning papers at a special 
Invited Paper Meeting (IPM 101). The Jan Tinbergen Jury was 
chaired by Mr. Eric Schulte Nordholt. 
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The ISI Jan Tinbergen Award Prize Winners and Professor Denise Lievesley 
 

There were a few prizes awarded by the IASS and IAOS 
Sections of the ISI at the ISI General Assembly in Durban. For 
these prizes, the winners are given a monetary prize as well as 
support for expenses in order to present their papers at the ISI 
Durban Session.  

The IASS Cochran-Hansen Prize was awarded by IASS 
President Pedro Silva to Dr. Hukum Chandra (India) for his 
paper entitled, "Small Area Estimation under Transformation to 
Linearity". The Prize was established in 1999 and is given to a 
young statistician from a developing country for the best paper 
on survey research methods. 

 

IASS President Pedro Silva (right) hands over the Prize to Dr. Hukum Chandra 
 

The IAOS Prize for Young Statisticians is awarded to a 
young statistician from a developing country. This year the 
IAOS Prize was given to two young statisticians, Mr. Neimar 
Rodrigues Guimarães (Brazil) for his paper "Detection of 
Multivariate Outliers for the Brazilian Industrial Employment 

Survey by Robust Methods" and Mr. 
Makan Doumbouya (Guinea) for his paper "Evaluation du 
Système Educatif-une approche par les pseudo-panels". IAOS 
President Mr. Olav Ljones presented the IAOS Prizes and Dr. 
Jennifer Madans chaired the Committee. 

 

The IAOS Prize for Young Statisticians Award Winners 
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News from the ISI Permanent Office  

Most of you would not recognise 
her if she were to cross your path, 
though many of you have received 
letters or e-mails from Mrs. 
Margaret de Ruiter-Molloy, the 
Membership Officer of the ISI 
Permanent Office. She has been 

roaming the ISI halls for longer than any of her colleagues. 
This past September Margaret celebrated her tenth 
anniversary at the ISI. We appreciate Margaret’s cheerful 
personality and her dedication to her work. We only hope she 
stays at least another decade if not longer.  
To Margaret: Sláinte! 
[Gaelic for cheers.] 

 

ISI Membership Elections 2009 

We would like to congratulate the 12 new ISI members, who were elected in the first round of the 2009 ISI membership elections. For 
those who wish to contact any of these individuals, please note that the ISI website contains a component including the names and 
addresses of all ISI members (see http://isi.cbs.nl/isimembers/isimembers.htm), and these new members will be added to this list in the 
coming weeks. 
 
Elected Membership 
Gutu, Samia Zekaria  Ethiopia 
Hossain, Md Monir  Bangladesh 
Jandhyala, Venkata K.  India 
Okafor, Christopher Maduabuchi  Nigeria 
Payton, Mark  United States 
Rosenberger, William  United States 
 

Smedt, Marleen de  Belgium 
Trendafilov, Nickolay Trendafilov  Bulgaria 
Waymire, Edward Charles  United States  
Zhang, Hao  United States 
Zhang, Li-Chun  China 
Zhao, Yichuan  China 
 

We regret to announce the deaths of the following members: 
Born Elected Deceased 

Mr. René A.J. Cavé  1919 1974 11 September 2008 
Professor Irving John Good 1916 1964 5 April 2009  
Dr. Knut Håkan Medin 1922 1970 6 May 2009  
Professor Hugh D. Brunk 1919 1973  19 July 2009  
Professor Mir Maswood Ali 1929 1980 18 August 2009  
Professor Daniel Schwartz 1917 1962 6 September 2009  
Professor Erich Leo Lehmann 1917 1954 13 September 2009  
Professor S.R. Anant Rao 1925 1974 21 September 2009  
 

In Memoriam 

Mir Maswood Ali (1929-2009) 
Mir Maswood Ali, 80, Professor of Statistics Emeritus, 
University of Western Ontario and a brilliant statistician of 
Bangladeshi origin, died 18th August 2009 in London, Ontario, 
Canada, due to pulmonary complications. It is my great honor 
and privilege to write this obituary for my elder brother who 
was very dear to me and who had a tremendous influence on 
my career.  
Ali received his B.Sc. degree in Mathematics in 1948 and his 
M. Sc. degree in Statistics in 1950 both from the University of 
Dhaka. He belonged to the first batch of graduate students in 
statistics and had obtained a first class degree and secured 
the highest mark for which he was awarded a gold medal. He 
served as Lecturer in the Department of Statistics at Dhaka 
University from 1950 to 1952. He then worked from 1952 to 
1957 as an Actuarial Assistant at Norwich Union Life and 
Canada Life. In 1958, he obtained a second Master’s degree 

in Actuarial Science at the University of Michigan and worked 
there as a Teaching Fellow until 1959. He then went to the 
University of Toronto where he obtained his Ph.D. degree in 
Statistics in 1961 under the supervision of Don Fraser after 
merely two years of studies. He then joined the Mathematics 
Department at the University of Western Ontario (UWO) in 
London, Ontario, Canada as Assistant Professor in 1961. He 
was the first faculty member in statistics in the Department and 
was quickly promoted to the rank of Associate Professor in 
1963 and to full Professor in 1966; he remained there until his 
retirement in 1994 when he was named Professor Emeritus. 
Ali had developed the graduate and undergraduate programs 
in statistics in his Department and he was instrumental in the 
creation of a separate Department of Statistics and Actuarial 
Sciences at UWO. He supervised 15 Ph.D. students, a number 
of whom are now well-known statisticians, and 40 Master’s 
theses. He published in leading statistical journals such as the 

Mrs. Margaret  
de Ruiter-Molloy 
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Annals of Mathematical Statistics, the Journal of the Royal 
Statistical Society, the Journal of Multivariate Analysis, the 
Pacific Journal of Mathematics, and Biometrika, to name a few. 
His research interests encompass many areas of Statistics and 
Mathematics, including order statistics, distribution theory, 
characterizations, spherically symmetric and elliptically 
contoured distributions, multivariate statistics, and n-
dimensional geometry and his two highly rated papers are in 
geometry, which appeared in the Pacific Journal of 
Mathematics. 
He was a man of strong principles. He was also a very decent 
and humble man who never sought recognition for anything 
that he did or achieved. He was a dedicated family man and he 
devoted a lot of his time to his family. He left behind his loving 
wife of 47 years Surayia, and eight grown children, Rayhan, 

Yasmin, Selina, Sharmeene, Sadek, Nasreen, Ayesha, and 
Adnan, and seven grandchildren. His youngest daughter 
Ayesha followed her father’s footsteps and now teaches 
Statistics at the University of Guelph in Canada.  
It was due to my elder brother’s influence that I got into 
statistics as a student in 1953. He was a great mentor, a great 
teacher and a friend, and he was all that I wanted to be in life. I 
will miss him dearly. 
In loving memory of my brother, 

Mir Masoom Ali 
George and Frances Ball Distinguished Professor of Statistics 

Emeritus 
Ball State University 

Konstantin Momirović (1932-2004) 
 

Photo 1. Professor Konstantin Momirović Ph.D. 
 
Professor Konstantin Momirović was a leader of the "Zagreb 
Statistics School". The term was coined in 1986 by the famous 
statistician Henry F. Kaiser of the University of Berkeley, USA, 
while working with Momirović and his team as a Fulbright 
Fellow at the University Computing Centre - SRCE. 
 
Professor Konstantin Momirović was born on the 13th of 
January 1932 in Tetovo (Macedonia) as a son of Nikola and 
Aleksandra (Galič) Momirović. Until 1939, he lived in Tetovo, 
from 1939 to 1942 in Berane (Ivangrad, Montenegro), from 
1942 to 1949 in Belgrade, from 1950 to 1990 in Zagreb. He 
was married to Neda Ostoić from February 1956 (divorced 
1970) and they had 1 child, Aleksandar Momirović; he married 
again with Ankica Hošek on 4th of October 1975. From 1991 to 
2004, he lived in Belgrade. He passed away, suddenly on 28th 
of March 2004. 
He completed his primary and secondary schooling in 
Belgrade and took his A-levels from the 1st Belgrade Grammar 
School in 1950. In the same year, he enrolled in the single-
program study of psychology at the Faculty of Philosophy in 
Zagreb. He graduated in February 1955, his graduation thesis 

being entitled, "Contribution to the Research of Isolated 
Communities". During and after the study of psychology, he 
also studied medicine, philosophy and history of art. Having 
defended the dissertation, "The Factor Structure of Certain 
Neurotic Symptoms", he earned his Ph.D. from the Faculty of 
Philosophy, University of Zagreb. His mentor was Zoran Bujas, 
a member of the Yugoslav Academy of Arts and Sciences.  
In 1959/60, he completed the military training course for 
reserve officers in Bileća. 
He was a successful athletic. He played basketball in the first 
junior teams of Crvena Zvezda and Partizan in Belgrade. 
Along with this, he was a member of the first student chess 
club Mladost in Zagreb. From 1952 to 1955 he was the judo 
champion of Zagreb and of Croatia and won many awards 
from the Kodokan Institute in Tokyo. In 1957, the Institute of 
Physical Education in Zagreb appointed him Judo Coach and, 
in 1969, he was promoted to the position of Senior Sports 
Coach. He was a member of the teams of Zagreb, Croatia and 
Yugoslavia. Between 1961 and 1968, he was both the captain 
and selector for the national judo team. Since 1982, he was 
also a member of the Expert Council in the Yugoslavian Judo 
Federation. 
 

Photo 2. Professor Konstantin Momirović Ph.D  
as Judo master (1968). 

 
He got his first job in the Military Hospital in Zagreb where he 
held the position of the head of Applied Psychology 
Department. Between 1959 and 1966 he was working, first full-
time and later part-time, at the Research Institute for Children's 
and Youth's Developmental Problems where he led the group 
for experimental projects and statistics. At that time, this 
institution was run by Professor Anka Matić, a former student 
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of Professor Vallon, the famous psychologist and hero of the 
French Resistance Movement.  
 
In 1960, Dr. Momirović became assistant lecturer at the 
Physical Education College in Zagreb. Three years later he 
was promoted to the position of a senior lecturer and after 
three more years, in 1966, to the position of associate 
professor. He was elected a full professor at the Faculty of 
Physical Education in 1971 and re-elected to the same position 
in 1982 (the course he taught was Kinesiological psychology) 
and again in 1983 (for the course Quantitative methods). Since 
1966, he was head of the Program, and later of the 
Department for Kinesiological Psychology, working part time 
since September 1976. From 1978 through 1985, he was head 
of the Department for Kinesiological Informatics and Statistics. 
He held the dean's office at the Faculty of Kinesiology (then 
operating as the Physical Education College) from 1969 to 
1971. Between 1973 and 1975 he was the assistant dean for 
academic affairs. The field of kinesiology, that is, human 
kinetics which is the science of human movement, prof. 
Momirović made Kinesiology into a research field. Early on he 
coined the names: Kinesiometrics and Kinesiological 
Informatics and Statistics. 
In the University Computing Centre –SRCE– Professor 
Momirović worked (part time) since its foundation in 1971 until 
September 1976. During 1973 he was the President of the 
Council (management board) of the University Computing 
Centre. In 1976 he started working full time as the manager of 
the SRCE's scientific-research activities. He was General 
Manager of the University Computing Centre from July 1979 to 
July 1983. From 1978 to 1990, he was also President of the 
University Computing Centre's Scientific Council. 
From 1961 to 1966 he worked as part time assistant lecturer at 
the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb. Since 1964 he was a part 
time lecturer at the Physical Education College in Ljubljana, 
first in the post-graduate program and later in the under-
graduate program as well. From 1970 to 1972, he was doing 
this in the capacity of full professor. That institution re-elected 
him to the same position in 1977. The course he taught within 
the post-graduate program was Kinesiological methodology. 
At the Faculty of Kinesiology (then operating as the Physical 
Education College) in Zagreb, he taught Psychology and Judo 
in the under-graduate program, whereas in the post-graduate 
program he taught Principles of scientific work and quantitative 
methods in psychology, Applied kinesiology 1 (Kinesiometrics) 
and Applied kinesiology 2 (Theory of coaching). After the 
reform of higher education was completed, in the under-
graduate program he taught Kinesiological psychology and 
Quantitative methods and in the post-graduate programs he 
taught Kinesiological anthropology and Quantitative methods 
in Kinesiology.  
At the Faculty of Philosophy in Zagreb, he taught an optional 
subject Psychology of sport in the undergraduate program, 
whereas in the post-graduate program he taught 
Implementation of electronic computers in psychological data 
analysis. 
Within the teaching program of the University Computing 
Centre (illustrated with selection of 4 education related 
documents), he taught the following courses: Non-numerical 
data analysis; Taxonomic analysis and pattern recognition; 
Multivariate analysis 1 (regression and canonical correlation 
analyses); Multivariate analysis 2 (analysis of variance and 
discriminant analysis); Multivariate analysis 3 (principal 
component and factor analyses); and SS: Statistical System 
(programming system for multivariate data analysis). 

In the post-graduate program at the Faculty of Medicine, from 
1964 onward, he taught Psychology of sport and from 1983 
the subject Software for biological data analysis too. As 
regards the course Methods of scientific-research work, he 
taught it in the post-graduate programs at the Faculty of 
Special Education and Rehabilitation and the Faculty of 
Natural Science and Mathematics, both in Zagreb. He taught 
similar courses in post-graduate programs of physical 
education studies in Belgrade and Novi Sad too. 
In the years 1980 and 1989, in the capacity of visiting 
professor, he taught Pattern recognition and Specialized meta-
languages at the Faculty of Mechanics and Mathematics of the 
State University in Moscow.  
In 1990’s, he was awarded the title of Professor Emeritus at 
the University of Belgrade. He mentored Ph.D. students and 
served on commissions awarding doctoral degrees at the 
following institutions of higher education: University of Zagreb 
(Faculty of Physical Education, Faculty of Philosophy, Faculty 
of Special Education and Rehabilitation, Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering, School of Medicine, Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering and Naval Architecture, and Interinstitutional 
studies for the field of Information Sciences; University of 
Belgrade (Faculty of Physical Education, Faculty of Special 
Education and Rehabilitation); University of Ljubljana (Physical 
Education College). 
His first scientific papers were published in 1957. By the end of 
1990, he had published 24 books or monographs and 262 
papers in psychological, kinesiological, anthropological, 
criminological, medical, statistical and computer science 
journals and conference proceedings. He lectured at 40 
international and more than 80 domestic conferences and 
symposia on statistics, information science, psychology, 
anthropology, criminology, medicine and kinesiology (physical 
education). 
 
For his scientific work, he received the May Award from the 
Croatian SFK in 1963 and, in 1986, the Croatian Society of 
Psychologists prized him with the prestigious "Ramiro Bujas' 
Award". He is recipient of Genetic research reward Sovjet 
Assoc. for Genetics, 1986. Besides these, he earned 
numerous acknowledgments for his scientific accomplishments 
in the fields of information science, kinesiology and biological 
anthropology. 
Between February 1954 and June 1990, being a distinguished 
person and great expert, he was politically active and highly 
influential, primarily in the fields of his professional expertise. 
He held various functions in youth and student organizations. 
With regard to his engagement in sports organizations, he 
fulfilled the following functions: President of the chess club 
Partizan in Belgrade; President of the Judo club Mladost in 
Zagreb; President and Vice-President of the Judo Federation 
of Zagreb and of Judo Federation of Croatia; vice-president 
and member of the Executive Board of the Croatian SFK; 
member of the Executive Committee of Yugoslavian Judo 
Federation; President of the Refereeing Corps of the 
Yugoslavian Judo Federation; President of the Coaching 
Corps of the Yugoslavian Judo Federation; member of the 
Expert Commission of the Yugoslav Olympic Committee; 
President of the Yugoslavian Judo Federation. 
He was first President, and then Vice-President of the Republic 
Council for Information Technology of the Socialist Republic of 
Croatia; President of the Committee for the Development of 
Information Technology Activities of the University Assembly; 
president of the Committee for People's Defense and Civil 
Defense; member of the Arts-of-war Committee of the 
Research Council of the Armed Forces of SFR Yugoslavia; 
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member of the Committee for Computer Science of the 
Research Council of the Armed Forces of SFR Yugoslavia; 
member of the Executive Council and the Zagreb University 
Board; member of the Research Council of SR Croatia; 
member of Scientific Planning Commission of Selfmanaged 
Interest Community (SIZ) VI; president of the Commission for 
Fostering and Coordination of Research in the Field of 
Education by the Educational Council of SR Croatia; member 
of the Committee for Physical Education of the Commission for 
Ideological Matters of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Union of Croatia; member of the Committee for Information by 
Parliamentary Executive Council of SR Croatia; president of 
the Commission for Computer Science, Scientific and 
Technological Information of the Committee for Science, 
Technology and Informatics by Parliamentary Executive 
Council of SR Croatia; member of the Educational Council of 
SR Croatia; member of the Commission for Education, 
Science and Culture by Federal Conference of SSRNJ; 
president of Scientific Programming Council of RSIZ 14; 
member of the Scientific and Educational Council of Zagreb 
University. 
He was also member of the following associations: Croatian 
Society of Psychologists, Croatian Society of Sociologists, 
Croatian Society of Informaticians, Ergonomic Society of 
Croatia, Classification Section of the Yugoslav Statistical 
Society; Section for Computational Statistics of the Yugoslav 
Statistical Society; Yugoslav Anthropological Association; 
FEPSAC (European Association of Sports Psychologists); 
European Anthropological Society, Psychometrics Society; 
International Association of Classification; International 
Association of Computational Statistics. 
He was also member of editorial boards or editorial councils of 
the following scientific journals: Glasnik Antropološkog društva 
Jugoslavije (Herald of the Yugoslav Anthropological 
Association); Kineziologija (Kinesiology) and Collegium 
Antropologicum.

From Momirović's rich and outstanding carrier, we are 
highlighting two activities that were of special importance to 
30th years Anniversary of ITI Conference: 
• His longtime contribution to the ITI Conference, and 
• His longtime contribution to SRCE, the Conference 

organizer. 
Professor Momirović was involved in the Conference in many 
different roles, as a member of the Organizing and 
International Program Committees, an author and a reviewer, 
starting from the first symposium in 1974 (held under the name 
Computer at the University) until the 1990 Information 
Technology Interfaces or ITI Conference. He introduced the 
Conference topic Data Analysis and Statistics which has 
remained a permanent theme since the second Conference 
(1980). 
 
He took all of the responsabilites and became the host of 
COMPSTAT’ 90 held in Dubrovnik, September 1990. From the 
second half of 1990’s, he completely withdrew from any social 
and sports associations and devoted himself entirely to 
scientific research and, to the extent he considered necessary, 
educational acivities. 
During the period between 1957 and 1995, a number of 
surveys and studies (with limited accessibility to scientific 

public) were written about morphological, motoric, cognitive 
and conative, micro- and macro-sociological characteristics, as 
well as about the instruments and procedures for their 
measuring and implementation in classification and selection.  
From 1998, he dedicatedly worked on the development of 
algorithms, coding and forming extensive collection of 
programs for multivariate data analysis, coherent macro 
commands realized in SPSS macro language and making an 
integral part of the macro-library of Institute for Criminological 
and Sociological Research (IKSI). At the end, his personal 
computer whose performances would today be considered as 
very modest (PC 486 at 150 MHz), contained almost eight 
hundred macro programs covering 21 topic areas of data 
analysis. Momirović had very broad interests that included 
Statistics, and in particular, multivariate analysis and 
nonparametric analysis, psychometrics and tests, and 
psychology. He coupled these fields with knowledge of 
computer science.  
 

Photo 3. Professor Konstantin Momirović working on macro 
programs (1997). 

 
The currently reconstructed list of his papers published 
between 1957 and 2007 consists of 38 books and 
monographs, 499 articles published in scientific and technical 
journals, as well as in the proceedings of numerous Symposia, 
63 SS (out of 109), and 63 GENSTAT macro programs in the 
SRCE*SS-macro and SRCE*GENS-macro program libraries 
(accompanied with a selection of 4 education related 
documents) of the University Computing Centre, 762 SPSS 
macro programs in IKSI library, 390 technical reports, 63 
published summaries of presented, yet unpublished papers 
from various symposia and conferences and 22 surveys and 
studies. The diversity and size of Konstantin Momirović's 
intellectual heritage makes an impressive opus and creates a 
permanent obligation for his successors.  
In 2008, when the ITI Conference was celebrating its 30th 
Anniversary, Data Mining, Statistics and Biometrics Session 
was dedicated to the Memory of Konstantin Momirović (1932-
2004).  

Franjo Prot, Ankica Hošek, Ksenija Bosnar, 
Vesna Lužar-Stiffler, Vesna Hljuz Dobrić, Zoran Bekić, and 

Marijan Gredelj 
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ISI Committee Matters 

Report on Meeting of National Statistical Societies 
Durban 18th August 2009  
Representatives of 30 National Statistical Societies met in 
Durban with members of the Committee on Strengthening 
Cooperation between ISI and National Statistical Societies to 
discuss the concept of an International Federation of National 
Statistical Societies.  
 
ISI President Denise Lievesley opened the meeting with 
background information on ISI’s commitment to strengthening 
relations with National Statistical Societies, and ISI President-
Elect Jef Teugels presented the concept of an International 
Federation of National Statistical Societies. Broadly speaking 
the IFNSS should be constituted as a non-profit umbrella 
organisation for national societies with the following basic 
aims:  
• to promote Statistics;  
• to advance international cooperation in the field of Statistics;  
• to stimulate research, development and application of 

Statistics in science and human activity;  
• to further the dissemination and exchange of Statistics;  
• to encourage education in Statistics. 
 
While some thinking had been done by ISI on how the 
federation might work, views were sought from the 
representatives of National Statistical Societies before final 
proposals are brought forward by the Committee. 

There was general support for the proposal. Participants 
identified many potential benefits such as sharing ideas and 
resources between societies, facilitating the development of 
statistics globally and promoting the discipline. Issues were 
raised for the Committee to consider further, before formal 
proposals are made. These related to structural, cultural and 
organisational matters. Views were expressed that a virtual 
organisation (community of practice) could be established 
quite quickly on the Internet, as an alternative to the normal ISI 
formal committee structure.  
 
The meeting was closed by Louis Chen, incoming ISI Vice-
President who has been delegated responsibility for this work. 
He welcomed the open discussion on the concept and the 
ideas and views expressed by the representatives. He looked 
forward to receiving the report on this meeting and to make 
quick progress in improving collaboration between ISI and 
National Statistical Societies before Dublin 2011. He thanked 
Mary Sweetland (UK) for facilitating the meeting. He would 
also like to request ISI Members to bring this news to the 
attention of their respective National Statistical Societies of 
which they are members. He would welcome any further views 
or suggestions to be sent to him at matchyl@nus.edu.sg.

Mrs. Mary Sweetland

 
ISI Committee on Risk Analysis (ISI-CRA): ICCRA3 in Porto Heli    
The Third International Conference on Cancer Risk 
Assessment (ICCRA3) took place between 16-18 July 2009, in 
Porto Heli on Peloponnesus in Greece, organized by Prof. 
Christos P. Kitsos, Technological Educational Institute of 
Athens, member of ISI-CRA. The Conference was attended by 
44 participants from Europe, Asia and North America.  
A total of 25 presentations were given during five sessions that 
covered general aspects of risk analysis, statistical methods 
(e.g. periodograms and dose additivity and mixtures), data 
analysis (addressing e.g microorganisms, HPV infections, 
leukaemia and pollutions), risk assessment (including 
carcinogenesis models, regression, clustering and shape 
analysis), and modelling (e.g. for screening and prevention, 
metastasis and low level radiation).  
Selected papers presented at the Conference have been 
published in the series of Biometrie und Medizinische 
Informatik - Greifswalder Seminarberichte issued by Karl-Ernst 
Biebler and Bernd Jäger (Greifswald) as 15th volume on 
Cancer Risk Assessment by Christos P. Kitsos, Alexandros G. 
Rigas and Karl-Ernst Biebler (ISBN 978-8332-8245-5, ISSN 
1439-5320) with Shaker Verlag, Aachen, 2009.  

All abstracts of the Conference as well as a selected number 
of long versions of the presentations were available on a CD 
“ICCRA3 Porto Heli 16-18 July 2009”, edited by Christos P. 
Kitsos and Chris C. Caroni.  
The full programme of the Conferences that have been held is 
also available on the ISI-CRA website: 
http://www.meduniwien.ac.at/isi-cra 
In Europe, the ICCRA series of international conferences on 
risk assessment and risk analysis has become a successful 
forum for mathematicians, (bio-) statisticians, epidemiologists 
and medical and public health scientists working for methods 
and methodological research relevant in cancer risk 
assessment and related fields relevant for human health and 
life. During ICCRA3, it was decided to continue this series by 
organising an International Conference on Risk Assessment 
(ICRA4), to be held in 2011, when the ISI meets in Dublin, then 
in the second half of May in Cyprus under the Chair of 
Alexander Karagrigoriou, University of Cyprus.  
ICCRA3 has been co-sponsored by the ISI Committee on Risk 
Analysis. 

Lutz Edler 
Chair, ISI Committee on Risk Analysis

 
ISI Committee Brings Challenges Facing Women to the Forefront 
A Report on Activities of the Committee on Women in Statistics 
2009 ISI Meetings in Durban, South Africa 
The Committee on Women in Statistics, chaired by Dr. Cynthia 
Clark (USDA/NASS), upheld its commitment to promote and 
strengthen the representation of women in statistics and to 
support the compilation of statistics on women by 
spearheading several well-received activities at the 2009 
International Statistical Institute (ISI) Session in Durban, South 
Africa. The activities were strongly supported by Professor 

Denise Lievesley, who is the first woman to serve as the 
President of ISI, and provided an opportunity for members to 
initiate a dialogue on the many challenges women face around 
the world – including leadership and professional development 
as well as violence and personal struggles.  
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Significant thought and planning went into organizing the 
Committee sponsored activities to ensure a diverse offering of 
meeting platforms was afforded to attendees. The activities 
ranged from a panel discussion on Issues Facing Women in 
Leadership Roles in Official Statistics, and a formal 
presentation on Violence against Women: How Indicators can 
Influence Policy Development, to a mentoring reception and 
dinner hosted by ISI President Denise Lievesley at the Mayoral 
Building, and a meeting of country representatives. 
Additionally, Dr. Cynthia Clark presented a short report on the 
Committee at the ISI Council meeting in Durban and was 
invited to meet with the incoming ISI President Jef Teugels and 
the President-Elect Jae Chang Lee.  
 
One of the highlights of the Committee’s activities was a 
Special Topics Session (STCPM 25), a panel discussion on 
the Issues Facing Women in Leadership Roles in Official 
Statistics. The session was organized and chaired by Martha 
Farrar, the ISI Committee on Women in Statistics Webmaster, 
and featured panellist Inger Eklund, Director of Regions and 
Environment Department, Statistics Sweden; Susan Linacre, 
Advisor for Strategic Projects, Australian Bureau of Statistics; 
Eva Laczka, Director of Department for Agricultural and 
Environmental Statistics, Hungarian Statistical Office; and Awa 
Thiongane, Senior Regional Advisor of the African Centre for 
Statistics of the United Nations. The Committee was honoured 
to have Denise Lievesley, ISI President, serve as the panel 
moderator. 
 
Each panellist brought a unique perspective on how gender 
has influenced their careers. The topics of discussion included: 
• Personal drivers – Why I am a leader, what is driving me, 

what are my personal goals and how do I reach them?  
• General influences that effect women in advancing to 

leadership positions – What are the impacts of culture, 
impacts of role models, and advantages and disadvantages 
of being a female leader? 

• Managing career transitions for women – How to successfully 
join the workforce (part-time or full-time), start a family, and 
transition to retirement. 

• Organizational drivers – What are strategies to build 
management and leadership confidence in young women, to 
increase the number of female leaders in science, and to 
mentor female statisticians? 

 
The Issues Facing Women in Leadership Roles in Official 
Statistics session was a popular choice among ISI Session 
attendees filling the room to full capacity with approximately 60 
people. A summary of the discussion will appear in the next 
issue of the ISI Newsletter.

Another highlight from the Committee on Women in Statistics 
was Special Topics Contributed Paper Session (STCPM 24), a 
sponsored session titled Violence against Women: How 
Indicators can Influence Policy Development. The session, 
organized and chaired by Dr. Cynthia Clark, addressed one of 
the 12 critical areas of concern relating to women that 
emerged in the 1995 U.N. Beijing Platform for Action. A jointly 
sponsored session at the 2008 meetings of the U.N. 
Commissions on Statistics and on the Status of Women 
discussed a report authored by an expert group that 
recommended indicators to measure the scope, prevalence, 
and incidence of violence against women covering physical 
violence, sexual violence, intimate partner violence, and the 
practices of female genital mutilation and early marriage.  

This ISI session was conceived as an opportunity to present 
results of surveys in three countries with a focus on how the 
data has influenced policy. The presentations included: 
 
• Luay Shababeh, Director, Palestine Central Bureau of 

Statistics  
Some Insights on Policy Implications and Methodology of 
Quantitative Measurement of Domestic Violence 

• Linda Osterberg, Committee Secretary, Commission of 
Inquiry (Delegation for Gender Equality in Higher Education), 
and Carolina Nordstrom, Department of Population and 
Welfare Statistician, Statistics Sweden  
Statistics and Policy-Making on Men’s Violence against 
Women: the Swedish Example 

• Linda Laura Sabbadini, Division Director for Surveys on 
Living Conditions and Quality of Life, Italian National 
Statistical Institute (also a member of the U.N. expert group 
that reported to the Commissions in February 2008)  
Italian Violence against Women Survey: Lessons for Policy 
Makers.

The Committee was pleased to have Grace Bediako, 
Government Statistician (Director) of the Ghana Statistical 
Service, as the session discussant. The Violence against 
Women: How Indicators can Influence Policy Development 
session was a topic of interest for many with approximately 30 
participants attending the meeting. A paper on this topic, with a 
case study from each of the three papers, is planned for 
submission to the International Statistical Review.

Beyond providing intriguing sessions to stimulate intellectual 
thought and debate, the Committee on Women in Statistics 
seized the 2009 ISI Session as a unique opportunity to also 
provide activities for professional and personal growth and 
development. Denise Lievesley conceived the idea of hosting 
a reception and dinner for women attendees at ISI with the 
goal of providing an opportunity for mentoring among women, 
inviting a motivational speaker, and celebrating female 
professional leadership. The evening proved to be a fun 
celebration with African music and dance performances, 
excellent table discussions and delicious food.  
 
The Committee presented a memento of its appreciation to 
Denise Lievesley for her leadership in tackling issues that have 
been important to her – giving every person the opportunity to 
develop their full potential and tackling poverty and injustice 
across the world. She was recognized as being an example of 
leadership with the words of Pauline Tangiora, a Maori Elder, 
“Those who lead give sight to those who follow; those who 
follow give life to those who lead”. 
 
The efforts put forth by the Committee on Women in Statistics 
for the 2009 ISI Session were deemed a great success. The 
Committee sponsored activities were not only well attended, 
but also initiated great discussions for future endeavours and 
continued to promote and strengthen the representation of 
women in statistics and leadership. Members of the Committee 
have already taken an active role in the 2011 ISI Session in 
Dublin by attending planning meetings and proposing topics 
for invited sessions. 

Martha Farrar 
Webmaster, ISI Committee on Women in Statistics 
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ISI Satellite Meeting on Agricultural Statistics
Maputo, Mozambique  
13-14 August 2009 
The International Statistical Institute’s (ISI) Committee on 
Agricultural Statistics has been instrumental in increasing 
international awareness of the need to improve the data 
system for agriculture and has been involved in the 
organization of four international conferences starting in 1998. 
The most recent effort was the Satellite Meeting hosted by the 
National Statistical Office of Mozambique in cooperation with 
the African Development Bank, the UN Food and Agricultural 
Organization, the World Bank, the UN Statistics Division, the 
Partnership in Statistics for Development in the 21st century, 
Eurostat, the US Department of Agriculture, and the ISI 
Committee on Agricultural Statistics.  
 
The ISI Satellite Meeting was an outgrowth of the 2007 
International Conference on Agricultural Statistics (ICAS IV), 
where a major outcome was that there was a serious lack of 
direction on how to meet emerging data requirements to guide 
policies regarding agriculture’s impact on global warming, the 
use of bio-fuels, the environment, and food security in addition 
to those posed by the Millennium Development Goals. 
 
As a result, the United Nations Statistical Commission (UNSC) 
initiated an effort to develop a global strategy to improve 
agricultural statistics. The development of the global strategy 
by the World Bank was done in collaboration with those named 

above as Organizers of the Satellite Meeting. The primary 
focus of the Meeting was on a detailed review and discussion 
of the draft global strategy by over 200 experts from national 
and international organizations. A consensus was reached 
among all participants about the following principles for the 
global strategy to improve agricultural statistics: 
• To establish a minimum set of core data to be provided 

annually to meet the emerging data needs. 
• To integrate agriculture statistics into the national statistical 

systems in order to meet the requirements of policy makers 
and other users. 

• To adopt a suite of methodologies that includes the 
development of a Master Sampling Frame for Agriculture, the 
implementation of an Integrated Survey Framework, with the 
results available in an Integrated Data Base. 

 
The Global Strategy will be revised to reflect the outcome of 
the Satellite Meeting followed by the preparation of an 
implementation plan. The Strategy will be presented to the 41st 
session of the UN Statistical Commission in February 2010. 
Both will also be the primary topics to be considered by the ISI 
International Conference on Agricultural Statistics (ICAS V), to 
be held from 13-15 October 2010 in Kampala, Uganda. 
 

Fred Vogel 
Chair, ISI Committee on Agricultural Statistics

 

President’s Report: To the Members of the ISI and its Associations 

To the Members of ISI and its Associations, 
We would like to inform you about a number of new initiatives 
taken up by the incoming Executive Committee of the ISI. In 
this issue of the Newsletter, I restrict attention to the role of the 
new Executive; in a next issue, the important activities of the 
members of the Council will be highlighted. 
 
Each member of the Executive Committee has taken up 
responsibility for a number of tasks.  
• As President, I would like to proceed with the portfolio of 

restructuring the ISI into an attractive and relevant 
organization. As part of this obligation, I will pay special 
attention to the distinctive role played by our subject area 
committees. Moreover, I would like to help ISI in developing 
new and innovative activities for young statisticians and for 
developing countries.  

• President-Elect Jae Chang Lee (South Korea) has selected 
as main portfolio the collaboration of the ISI with its many 
and diverse Associations and the interaction among the 
latter, this in close collaboration with the Permanent Office. 
He will pay special attention to all issues that are related to 
education, in particular the educational obligations of the ISI 
towards developing countries.  

• The statutory required portfolio finance is taken up by Vice-
President Hallgrímur Snorrason (Iceland) who will also help 
the Executive Committee in meetings it obligations and 
challenges to the wider international community. The 
cooperation of our Institute with other international institutions 
(UN, UNESCO, Eurostat, …) is of crucial importance and 
needs to be intensified. 

• We have to admit that over the recent decades, the ISI has 
not paid sufficient attention to the benefits of forging stronger 
relations and interactions between the ISI and the many 
National Statistical Societies. Vice-President Louis Chen 
(Singapore) has accepted to guide the ISI in the construction 
of a proper framework for this vital activity. 

• Vice-President Vijay Nair (USA) has already served two 
years on the previous Executive where he took care of the 
wide slate of publications. He will continue this important 
task. Apart from helping the Sections with their publications 
whenever necessary, he will work together with the 
Permanent Office to improve the ISI Newsletter and the ISI 
website, the ISI’s main means of communication.  

• Finally, the new Director Ada Van Krimpen is responsible for 
the efficient management of the Permanent Office. She will 
play a key role in a number of important tasks like 
fundraising, IT and publicity, all crucial aspects when trying to 
make ISI a competent and up-to-date institute.  
Moreover, she can be addressed by all of the Associations in 
order to improve the interaction between them and the ISI. 

 
Of course, many of these responsibilities are intertwined. 
Through regular e-mail contact and carefully planned reunions, 
each member of the Executive Committee will offer his/her 
findings to the colleagues for further improvements. It is our 
sincere hope that in the very near future, the membership of 
the ISI and its Associations will be able to show their support to 
innovative proposals that will be worked out by the Executive 
Committee. 

Jef Teugels 
ISI President 
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The International Statistical Review 

Editorial Transition and Revised Editorial Policy
 
Eugene Seneta and Kees Zeelenberg retire as  
Joint Editors 
Professor Eugene Seneta and Dr. Kees Zeelenberg retired 
as Joint-Editors of the International Statistical Review on 
August 31, 2009. They will continue to handle papers that 
were submitted before August 31. All submissions after this 
date will be handled by the new editorial board. 
 
The ISI Executive Committee wishes to express its 
appreciation to Eugene, Kees, their Associate Editors, and 
the many reviewers for their outstanding effort in service of 
the journal over the last few years. 
 
Ali Hadi appointed as new Editor-in-Chief  

Professor Ali S. Hadi is serving as 
the Editor-in-Chief of the 
International Statistical Review 
starting 1st September 2009. Ali is a 
Professor in the Department of 
Mathematics and Actuarial Science 
at the American University in Cairo 
(AUC), where he is currently the 
Vice Provost and Director of 
Graduate Studies and Research.  
 

Ali received his Bachelor of Science degree from Ain Shams 
University in Cairo in 1972 and his Masters (1980 and 1982) 
and Ph. D. (1984) degrees in Statistics from New York 
University. From 1984-2000, Ali was a faculty member at 
Cornell University in the USA, where he served as Chair of 
the Department of Social Statistics in the School of Industrial 
and Labor Relations. 
 
Ali’s research covers a broad range of areas, including Data 
Mining, Visualization of massive and high-dimensional data, 
Statistical Computing and Graphics, Robust Methods, Linear 
and Nonlinear Models, and Multivariate Analysis. He has 
written five books and published more than 100 articles. Ali 
has also received numerous awards and honors, including 
Excellence in Teaching and Excellence in Research and 
Creative Endeavor Awards. He is a Fellow of the American 
Statistical Association and an elected member of the 
International Statistical Institute. Ali has extensive editorial 
experience, having served as editor and associate editor for 
several journals. 
 
On the personal side, Ali was born and raised in Saft El-
Nour, a small village in Upper Egypt. While attending 
graduate school at New York University, Ali worked in 
restaurants to support himself and his family. He started as a 
dishwasher, and, over an eight-year period, he was 
promoted to cook, first cook, assistant chef, and, finally, to 
head chef, specializing in French-Continental cuisine.  
 
The ISI Executive Committee is pleased that Professor Hadi 
has agreed to take on this position as we continue efforts to 
establish IS Review as a top-quality review journal. He is 
supported in his efforts by an excellent team of Area Editors: 
• Enrique Castillo, University of Cantabria, Spain. 
• Raymond Chambers, University of Wollongong, Australia  

• Abdel H. El-Shaarawi, National Water Research Institute, 
Canada  

• Marc Hallin, Université libre de Bruxelles, Belgium 
• Alan Karr, National Institute of Statistical Sciences, USA 
• Eric Schulte Nordholt, Statistics Netherlands, 

The Netherlands  
• Chris Wild, Auckland University, New Zealand 
 
Revised editorial policy and new editorial structure 
An ad-hoc committee was set up about two years ago to 
examine how IS Review can be refocused to make it a top-
tier review journal. The recommendations of this committee, 
made up of past and current editors of the journal as well as 
several at-large members, have led to a revision of the 
journal’s editorial policy. The revised policy (see below) is 
intended to enlarge the scope of review papers and attract 
articles that will be of broad interest. It is also imperative that 
the editorial board is very proactive in identifying and 
attracting suitable papers. To facilitate this, the editorial 
board has been restructured to have an Editor-in-Chief and 
several Area Editors, all of whom will be involved in 
recruiting papers. 
The revised editorial policy reads as follows: 
The International Statistical Review (ISR) is the flagship 
journal of the International Statistical Institute (ISI) and of its 
family of Associations. It publishes review papers of wide 
interest in statistics and probability. The term review is to be 
interpreted broadly. The types of papers that are suitable for 
publication include (but are not restricted to) the following: 
• reviews/surveys of past developments in theory, 

methodology, statistical computing and graphics, statistical 
education, and application areas; 

• tutorials on important topics;  
• expository papers on emerging areas of research or 

application; 
• papers describing new developments and/or challenges in 

relevant areas;  
• white papers on topics of importance to the profession or 

society;  
• historical assessment of seminal papers in the field and 

their impact; and 
• papers on the history of statistics and probability. 
 
Papers must be of interest to a sufficiently broad spectrum of 
the members of ISI and its family, which include researchers 
in theory and methodology as well as researchers and 
practitioners in official statistics, survey statistics, statistical 
computing, statistical graphics, statistical education, 
business and industrial statistics, environmetrics and special 
interest groups in life sciences, risk analysis, sports 
statistics, and others. Selected papers will be published with 
discussions and a rejoinder by the author(s).  
The journal will also publish interviews with statisticians who 
have made prominent contributions to research and 
applications and to the development of the profession. 
Proposals should be sent to the Editor-in-Chief. 
 

Vijay Nair 
ISI Vice-President

 

Professor Ali S. Hadi
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Historical Anniversaries: Lucien March 

Lucien March was born in France on 6th of December 1859. 
There is not much information available about his youth. After 
completing his formal education, he started higher education in 
the Ecole Polytechnique of Paris in 1878, one of the “Grandes 
Ecoles” which are French higher education schools that recruit 
their students through competitive examinations and that 
propose high level teaching. 
March finished his studies in the naval guns corps and became 
Engineer in the mechanical industries before being taken on 
by the “Office du Travail” (Labour Office) in September 1892, 
participating in 1893 in a large survey about wages and work 
hours. Being in charge of the population census of 1896, he 
remembered the meeting with the American engineer Herman 
Hollerith during the World Fair of 1889, where he discovered 
the data processing machine using punch cards that had been 
built for the American Census of 1890. After a study of its 
running during the ISI Congress of Vienna in 1892, he adopted 
this machine for the French enterprises Census of 1896. In 
order to describe firms and the labour force, March chose to 
ask individuals, in the context of the population Census, about 
their occupations and the activities of their employers. Later, 
for the 1901 Census, he added to the Hollerith machine 
another one of his own, which did not use any punch card and 
could produce and print cross-tables directly involving two 
criteria: The “ classicompteur imprimeur” that was to be used 
until the 1930’s in France as well as in several European 
countries. 
The Statistique Générale de la France (SGF), founded in 1840 
with Moreau de Jonnès as its first Director, was included in the 
Office du Travail in 1889. In 1901, March became the Chief of 
the Technical Services of the Office and of the SGF. He retired 
and left office in 1920, replaced by Michel Huber. 
When March started working for the SGF, statistical tools used 
by social scientists were those proposed by Quetelet and his 
successors. The innovations were not developed in this area: 
They came from eugenist biometrics, namely Francis Galton 
and Karl Pearson. They concerned regression and correlation 
but also standard deviation, estimation by the method of 
moments… Some statisticians later transferred these tools to 

the world of social sciences. Among these figures are Udny 
Yule, Arthur Bowley… and Lucien March. 
The first studies of March were devoted, in 1898, to search for 
mathematical functions to adjust empirical distributions of 
wages. He chose a generalization of the Pareto law also 
inspired by the system of curves proposed by Pearson (type 
III). He was also interested in using coefficients of 
concordance between time series. His methodology has an 
essential characteristic: It is and must be independent of 
probability (This characteristic was in fact shared by many 
engineers and scientists in France). He also contributed to the 
theory of indexes. 
The influence of Pearson on March concerns not only 
statistical tools but also philosophical aspects. Pearson had 
published the Grammar of Science in 1892. The third edition of 
this book (1911) contained a new chapter about statistics and 
the concept of contingency. March translated this book into 
French in order to diffuse the ideas of Pearson in French 
speaking countries. Moreover, he defended the eugenic ideas 
of Pearson and contributed to the birth of a Société française 
d’eugénique.
March also participated greatly to the debates on statistics in 
the area of economics. He treated of this problem within the 
Société de Statistique de Paris from 1897 (he became 
President of this Society in 1907). He was also a delegate of 
the French Official Statistics for the IIS that he joined in 1901. 
He became the Organizer of the Congress of this Institute in 
1909, which was held in Paris. Finally, he participated in the 
creation of the Institut de Statistique de l’Université de Paris in 
1922 with Emile Borel, Michel Huber and Georges Darmois. 
Lucien March was not an innovator in statistics, but his role 
deserves to be recalled. He died on 4th of April 1933 in 
Mennecy, France. 
 

Jean-Jacques Droesbeke 
Chair, Christiaan Huygens Committee  

on the History of Statistics 
 

First, I would like to warmly thank Jean Jacod for being 
President of the Bernoulli Society (BS) during the last two 
years and the Executive Committee and Council members 
whose terms have ended.  
Part of my work as BS President-Elect was to promote a 
diagnosis process with the contribution of points of view and 

comments kindly provided by several members. Many 
strengths of the Society have been confirmed and we have 
also learned various problems that BS has had for several 
years; some of them are similar to those currently faced by 
other knowledge and professional societies, but some are BS 
weaknesses in particular. Part of this diagnosis includes what 

Bernoulli Society for Mathematical Statistics and Probability 

President Victor Pérez-Abreu 
Department of Probability and Statistics 
Research Center for Mathematics CIMAT  
Apdo. Postal 402, Guanajuato Gto., 36000, Mexico 
E-mail: pabreu@cimat.mx 

Section Editor Nakahiro Yoshida 
Graduate School of Mathematical Sciences, University of Tokyo  
3-8-1 Komaba, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153-8914 Japan 
E-mail: nakahiro@ms.u-tokyo.ac.jp 

Website http://isi.cbs.nl/bs.htm 
For information, see also the website of Bernoulli News at 
http://isi.cbs.nl/bnews/index.html 
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has already been pointed out by Arnoldo Frigessi in his Word 
from the Outgoing Scientific Secretary (Bernoulli News, Vol. 
15, No. 2, 2008). 
 
The forthcoming year’s agenda for the new BS Executive 
Committee and Council must be defined by the challenges and 
opportunities already detected. In addition to these, BS 
members are welcome and encouraged to make suggestions. 
The activities and initiatives should continue contributing 
towards the objectives of the Bernoulli Society, which are the 
advancement of the sciences of probability (including 
stochastic processes) and mathematical statistics and of their 
applications to all those aspects of human endeavor which are 
directed towards the increase of natural knowledge and the 
welfare of mankind.  
 
In particular, as a Section of the ISI family, a natural question 
is the role that BS should continue playing within ISI and the 
expectations ISI and other ISI Sections currently have from 
BS, and vice versa. This requires continually seeking creative 
ways of collaboration, for which the new ISI Strategic Plan and 
the changes ISI has recently experienced provide a timely 
framework – a challenge itself for BS. It is also a very fortunate 
opportunity that two former BS Presidents are currently playing 
key roles in the ISI; Jef Teugels as President and Louis Chen 
as one of the Vice-Presidents. 
 
The ISI World Statistics Congresses (formerly ISI Sessions) 
have always been an opportunity for part of the BS 
membership to make connections and professional friends in a 
worldwide and broader community of statisticians. For the 57th 
ISI Session (Durban, South Africa, 16-22 August 2009), BS 
organized 13 Invited Paper Meetings in several topics of 
mathematical statistics and probability and of their 
applications. This included a wonderful and celebrated ISI-BS 
Tribute Session to David G. Kendall. 
 
Some recent BS activities and news are reported below, in 
what is the first ISI Newsletter contribution by Nakahiro 
Yoshida, new Scientific Secretary of BS. We invite members of 
ISI and other ISI Sections to visit the BS web pages and to 
also read Bernoulli News to find out more about detailed 
reports on other meetings organized or sponsored by the 
Bernoulli Society as well as our publications, history, 
membership benefits, forthcoming meetings and recent 
initiatives. 
 
Finally, I am looking forward to engage with Officers of the ISI 
and other ISI Sections regarding the future of the role of BS 
within ISI, as well as to consider reviewing and developing joint 
activities. The year 2013 marks the 300th Anniversary of the 
publication of the Ars Conjectandi of Jacob Bernoulli. This is a 
wonderful and strategic opportunity to promote joint initiatives 
not only within ISI, but also with other societies. This 
celebration should include activities and introduce initiatives of 
common interest and go beyond what current professional and 
scientific societies have achieved. After all, we share – from 
different but complementary and needed points of view and 
purposes – a general interest which is the advancement of 
Statistics. 

 Víctor Pérez-Abreu 
 
Committee Members and Editors 
The new Executive Committee: 
President Victor Pérez-Abreu (Guanajuato, Mexico) 

Past President Jean Jacod (Paris, France) 

President-Elect  Edward Waymire (Corvallis, USA) 

Executive 
Secretary  

Ada van Krimpen (ISI Office, The 
Netherlands) 

Membership 
Secretary 

Josef Steinebach (Cologne, Germany) 

Scientific 
Secretary 

Nakahiro Yoshida (Tokyo, Japan)  

Treasurer  José Manuel Corcuera (Barcelona, Spain) 

 
The new Council Members 2009-2013: 

Paolo Baldi (Rome, Italy) 
Probal Chaudhuri (Calcutta, India) 
Bärbel Finkenstädt (Warwick, UK) 
Ricardo Fraiman (Buenos Aires, Argentina) 
Zenghu Li (Beijing, China) 
Nancy Reid (Toronto, Canada) 

 
They compose the Council together with ex officio members 
and the Council Members 2007-2011: 

Adam Jakubowski (Torun, Poland) 
Claudia Klüppelberg (Munich, Germany) 
Alexander Novikov (Sydney, Australia) 
Philip Protter (Ithaca, USA) 
Peter Spreij (Amsterdam, The Netherlands) 
Maria Eulalia Vares (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) 

 
Chairs of currently active committees: 
Conferences on Stochastic Processes and Their Applications - 
Marta Sanz-Solé (Barcelona, Spain) 
Publications Committee - Michael Sørensen (Copenhagen, 
Denmark) 
 
Regional Committee Chairs: 
European - Aad van der Vaart (Amsterdam, The Netherlands) 
East-Asian and Pacific - Tim Brown (Canberra, Australia) 
Latin America - José León (Caracas, Venezuela) 
 
Editors: 
Bernoulli - Holger Rootzén (Gothenburg, Sweden) 
Stochastic Processes and Their Applications - Thomas 
Mikosch (Copenhagen, Denmark) 
International Statistical Review - Ali Hadi (Cairo, Egypt) 
Bernoulli News - Vicky Fasen (Munich, Germany) and Robert 
Stelzer (Munich, Germany) 
 
Web Editor: 
Bernoulli Society - Björn Böttcher (Dresden, Germany) 
 
The 57th Session of the ISI, 16-22 August 2009, 
Durban, South Africa 
Bernoulli Society organized 13 invited paper meetings in 
several topics of mathematical statistics, probability and of 
their applications. One of these meetings was an ISI-BS 
Tribute Session to David G. Kendall. In this commemoration, 
David Kendall was remembered as being heavily involved in 
the formation of the Bernoulli Society and for contacting in 
1974 a member of the Bernoulli family to request to allow the 
Society the use of elements of the Bernoulli family´s coat of 
arms. It also included talks on the perspective of David Kendall 
pioneering works on stochastic geometry and its applications, 
and the statistical theory of shape. 
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Recent and forthcoming events organized or 
sponsored by BS 
8th World Congress of the Bernoulli Society 
(in conjunction with the 2012 IMS Annual Meeting) 
9-14 July 2012, Istanbul, Turkey. 
 
33rd Conference on Stochastic Processes and their 
Applications (SPA) 
27-31 July 2009, Berlin, Germany. 650 participants. 
http://www.math.tu-berlin.de/SPA2009/ 

34th Conference on Stochastic Processes and their 
Applications (SPA) 
6-10 September 2010, Osaka, Japan 
http://stokhos.shinshu-u.ac.jp/SPA2010/index.html 

58th ISI World Statistics Congress  
21-26 August 2011, Dublin, Ireland  
http://www.isi2011.ie/ 

XI CLAPEM - Latin American Congress in Probability and 
Mathematical Statistics 
1-6 November 2009, Caracas, Venezuela 
http://cipion.cesma.usb.ve/xiclapem/en/ 

27th European Meeting of Statisticians (EMS) 
20-24 July 2009, Toulouse, France 
http://www.math.univ-toulouse.fr/EMS2009/4-17613-
EMS2009.php 

28th European Meeting of Statisticians (EMS) 
17-22 August 2010, Piraeus, Greece 
http://stat.unipi.gr/ems2010 

16th European Young Statisticians Meeting (EYSM) 
24-28 August 2009, Bucharest, Romania 
http://www.eysm2009.ase.ro/ 
 
Publications of the Society 
Official publications of the Society:  
Bernoulli Journal. From December 2009 on, Richard A. Davis 
will be the new Editor instead of Holger Rootzén. All registered 
Bernoulli Society members have free access to online versions 
of Bernoulli and a reduced rate for print copies. 
 
Stochastic Processes and their Applications (SPA, an Elsevier 
Journal). The editorial board is appointed by BS. Maria Eulalia 
Vares was the Editor until March 2009 and Thomas Mikosch 
since then. Members have free access to online versions (back 
to 1973) and a reduced rate for print copies. 

 
Bernoulli News. The Editors for 2007-2009 have been Eric 
Cator and Erik van Zwet, and the Editors for 2009-2011 are 
Vicky Fasen and Robert Stelzer. 
 
The Society also co-publishes, on equal footing, with the IMS, 
the following electronic journals that have with open access: 
Probability Surveys 
Statistics Surveys 
Electronic Journal of Probability 
Electronic Journal of Statistics 
Electronics Communications in Probability 

In addition, BS will collaborate on the Encyclopedia of 
Probability and Statistics, which will be published by Springer 
Verlag under the scientific supervision of a number of scientific 
societies, including ISI itself. 
 
The activities in the domain of publications are taken care of by 
the BS Publications Committee, which appoints the main 
Editor(s) of each journal, jointly with the IMS for the joint 
publications. 
 
The 28th European Meeting of Statisticians 
(EMS 2010) 
The European Meetings of Statisticians have already been 
established among the major international meetings covering a 
broad area of disciplines, such as mathematical statistics, 
biostatistics, computational statistics, financial statistics, 
probability and applied probability. The Meetings are held 
under the auspices of the Bernoulli Society for Mathematical 
Statistics and Probability, the IMS and ISI.  
The 28th European Meeting of Statisticians (EMS 2010) will be 
held from 17-22 August 2010 at the University of Piraeus in 
Greece. 
The purpose of EMS 2010 is to provide a forum where 
researchers from universities throughout the world, as well as 
practitioners, can discuss current problems, new approaches 
and future directions in the field of Probability and Statistics. 
Young researchers and PhD students are especially invited to 
contribute papers.  
The Scientific Programme Committee consists of Enno 
Mammen, University of Mannheim, Germany (Chair), Viktor 
Benes, Gerda Claeskens, Arnoldo Frigessi, Adam Jakubowski, 
Markos Koutras, Pascal Massart and Andy Wood. Chair of the 
Local Organising Committee is Markos Koutras. Further 
information is on the website: http://stat.unipi.gr/ems2010.

M.V. Koutras 

 

Granger Econometrics and Statistical Modelling 

EJPAM has decided to dedicate a special issue to honor Professor Sir Clive W.J. Granger’s outstanding contributions; he was one of 
our distinguished Advisory Editors. 
This special issue of EJPAM will be entitled "Granger Econometrics and Statistical Modeling" and will be dedicated to the memory of 
Prof. Sir Clive W.J. Granger. 
Paper submission deadline is 15 February 2010. The special issue will be published on 27 May 2010, the first anniversary of Sir 
Granger's passing. Our Editor is Prof. Hamparsum Bozdogan, who is also one of our distinguished Advisory Editors.  
Please see the Special Issue Call for Papers at 
http://www.ejpam.com/html_files/announcements/Special_Issue_Call_for_Papers_Granger.pdf. 

Eyup Cetin, Editor-in-Chief, EJPAM 
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International Association for Official Statistics 
President Irena Križman 

Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia 
Vožarski pot 12 
SI-1000 Ljubljana 
Tel: 386 1 241 51 04 
E-mail:irena.krizman@gov.si 

Section Editor Stephen Penneck 
E-mail: Stephen.Penneck@ons.gsi.gov.uk 

Website http://isi.cbs.nl/iaos 

A new Executive Committee was elected at the ISI Session in Durban in August: 
 

Ms. Irena Križman 
Director-General, Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia 
 

President irena.krizman@gov.si 

Mr. Stephen Penneck 
Director of Methodology 
Office for National Statistics, UK 
 

President-Elect stephen.penneck@ons.gsi.gov.uk 

Ms. Nancy M. Gordon 
Associate Director for Strategic Planning and Innovation 
US Bureau of the Census 
 

Member nancymg@mac.com 
 
nancy.m.gordon@census.gov 

Ms Zulma Sosa de Servin 
Director-General 
National Institute of Statistics, Surveys and Censuses of Paraguay 

Member zso@dgeec.gov.py 

Ms. Haishan Fu 
Director of Statistics 
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 
 

Member fuh@un.org 

Mr. Dominic Leung 
 

SCORUS dktleung@censtatd.gov.hk 

IAOS Future Challenges and Possible 
Responses: 
Building the Global Network of Friends of 
Official Statistics 
Globalisation with the increasing demand for independent, 
high quality and relevant statistics on the one hand, as well as 
the reduction of the resources for official statistics on the other 
hand, present new challenges for the future development of 
the IAOS. The IAOS may need to reconsider its original 
objectives and current tasks, in order to work in the new 
contexts.  
 
In responding to the new challenges, the need for an adjusted 
communication strategy seems to be one of the priorities. 
Networking and cooperation are at the core of the IAOS 
mission, while the use of interactive ICT tools offers new 
modes of co-operation and knowledge transfer.  
 
A second important activity lies in strengthening its role as a 
promoter and supporter of the independence, integrity and 
accountability of official statistics. There are also several 
governance issues like leadership of NSIs, co-operation within 
the ISI and with the other Sections as well as the organisation 
of IAOS’s own work, as there is room for improvement there as 
well. As the work of the members is performed entirely on a 
voluntary basis, the help of the ISI Permanent Office is both 
very welcome and indispensable.  
 

All these activities will hopefully lead to attracting new 
members in the work of the IAOS (and the ISI) and to 
successful fulfilment of its mission in a new context. 
 

Irena Križman 
IAOS President 

 
IAOS and National Statistics Institute (INE) of Chile are 
pleased to invite you to the 
IAOS/Scorus Conference on  
Official statistics and the environment: 
Approaches, issues, challenges and linkages 
20 to 22 October 2010, Santiago, Chile 
The theme of the Conference is environment in its broader 
sense: How can statistics measure the impacts of different 
strategies and policies which have the effect on the 
environment and life of the people?  
 
The host of the Conference will be INE Chile. The work will be 
organised in 2 Plenary Sessions, 3 Panel Discussions and 5 
Parallel Sessions – invited and contributed papers. The 
majority of chairs and organisers for the invited paper sessions 
are already confirmed. The Chair of the Conference 
Programme Committee is Peter Harper, Australian Bureau of 
Statistics.  
 
At the end of June, the Conference web page was launched in 
the English and Spanish languages. 
http://www.ine.cl/iaos2010/eng/index.html, 
http://www.ine.cl/iaos2010/esp/index.html 
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The Promotional leaflet for the Conference was also prepared. 
The promotion of the Conference with leaflets, posters, 
promotional film and presentation of IAOS 2010 Conference 
received a good response at the 57th Session of ISI in Durban, 
South Africa. At the meeting of the IAOS 2010 Conference 
Programme Committee, the deadlines for the abstract and final 
paper submission were decided. The call for papers will be 
launched by the end of September, the abstract closing date is 
15 November 2009 and paper submission deadline is 31 
March 2010. 
 
Contact e-mail addresses: 
Scientific Programme: 
iaos2010.surs@gov.si 
 
Local Organising Committee:  
iaos2010@ine.cl 
 
Statistical Journal of the International 
Association for Official Statistics (SJIAOS) 
Call For Papers for two Special Issues 
 
1. Reshaping Health Statistics 
The field of health statistics has lagged behind other areas of 
statistics, particularly in relation to reliable, timely, core 
information on health for use within countries and for cross-
national comparisons. One reason for this is that health and 
health systems are extremely complex, and health is as much 
a social as a biologic phenomenon. Many activities are 
currently underway to reshape and improve the quality and 
comparability of health statistics worldwide. Motivated by the 
2008 IAOS Conference in Shanghai on the topic of reshaping 
official statistics, this special issue will bring together papers 
that focus on contemporary innovations in the collection and 
dissemination of official health statistics. We invite submission 
of such papers on topics including but not limited to the 
following: 
• Health data registries 
• Administrative health data 
• Linkage of health survey data to administrative records 
• Electronic health records 
• Collection of biomarkers in surveys 
• Use of the Internet for health data collection 
• Meeting the data needs of health policy makers 
• Facilitating health data use while maintaining confidentiality 
• Coverage of multiple sources and types of health care data 
• Progress toward international comparability of health data 
 
Submitted papers should be in the usual format and style of 
SJIAOS papers; follow the Instructions to authors on the inside 
back cover of paper versions of SJIAOS, or scroll down to 
Submission of Manuscripts on the home page of SJIAOS, or 
go to: 
http://www.iospress.nl/html/18747655_ita.html.

Papers will be refereed. Do not submit papers that have 
previously been published or accepted for publication in 
refereed publications. Papers as submitted should be no 
longer than about 30 pages, using double spacing and 
including tables and figures. The closing time for submission is 
31 March 2010. 
 
Submit papers to Dr. Jane F. Gentleman, National Center for 
Health Statistics, 3311 Toledo Road, Hyattsville, Maryland 
20782-2003, United States. E-mail: JGentleman@cdc.gov.
Telephone: +1-301-458-4233. 

2. Statistical Ethics and Official Statistics  
The Statistical Journal of the International Association of 
Official Statistics (SJIAOS) is pleased to announce a 
forthcoming special issue focused on the topic, “Statistical 
Ethics and Official Statistics.” The Editor for this special issue 
is William Seltzer (seltzer@fordham.edu).  
We are pleased to invite IAOS members and others to submit 
papers on this broad topic by 31 December 2009 for 
consideration for publication in this special issue of SJIOAS. 
All papers will be refereed. To give prospective authors some 
guidance on the kinds of papers the Editor is particularly 
looking for, we have prepared the following summary of highly 
relevant issues and approaches. However, prospective authors 
are not necessarily limited to the topics identified here as long 
as the papers they submit are directly relevant to the theme of 
the special issue, “Statistical Ethics and Official Statistics”. 
Both the ISI Declaration of Processional Ethics and the UN 
Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics imply certain 
ethical obligations for those working in government statistical 
programs and agencies, as do the ethics documented adopted 
by a number of national professional associations or unions of 
statistical workers. The range of issues addressed in these 
documents is a primary emphasis of the special issue of 
SJIAOS along with those real life ethical challenges that are 
not yet widely embodied in the various ethics statements now 
available. 
Among the important topics that could be covered are: 
• How to balance considerations related to ethics, science, 

cost, and user needs in the work of a national statistical 
agency; 

• Ethical implications of the national statistical system using a 
long-outdated methodology in the collection or analysis of 
official statistics; 

• An evaluation of the work of a national statistical office or of a 
leading NSO director from an ethical perspective; 

• Efforts by those in or outside the national statistical system to 
undermine (or strengthen) the system’s professional integrity 
and independence; 

• Legal and technical safeguards. 
 
Individual papers may take many forms. These include: 
• a discussion of the ethical principles involved in some issue 

or set of issues, including dealing with possible conflicting 
guidance provided by different ethical principles, as well as 
conflicts in official statistics arising between legal 
requirements and ethical principles or between scientific 
priorities and ethical principles; 

• a recounting of an event or set of events that provide an 
illustration of how an ethical problem in official statistics was 
successfully addressed or, on the other hand, how ethical 
considerations were seemingly ignored or flouted by the staff 
or management of a statistical program or agency or by the 
political authorities; 

• A discussion of mechanisms and approaches, particularly 
those involving real life examples, that can strengthen the 
ability of staff and managers of government statistical 
programs and agencies to deal with ethical challenges, 
including the possible roles that different stakeholders in the 
statistical system (for example, data users, data providers, 
journalists, legislators, national, regional, or international 
professional association, or NGOs or international agencies) 
can play in promoting the successful resolution of an ethical 
challenge. 

 
Again, prospective authors are not limited to the topics or 
approaches identified as long as the proposed paper is directly 
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relevant to the theme of this special issue of SJIAOS. Thus, 
papers of a purely methodological character or those primarily 
presenting a specific data analysis or dealing primarily with 
other important issues in official statistics would not be suitable 
for submission. Priority will be given to papers less than 25 
pages in length (double spaced in 12 point type). Detailed 
instructions for manuscript preparation can be found at 
http://www.iospress.nl/html/18747655_ita.html.

Papers should be submitted to the Editor of the Special Issue 
as a Word or Word Perfect document attached to a covering 
e-mail sent to seltzer@fordham.edu prior to the 31 December 
2009 deadline. Prospective authors are invited to contact the 
Editor at the same e-mail address with any questions they may 
have about the Special Issue or their contemplated 
submission. All correspondence and submissions should have 
Statistical Journal of the IAOS in the subject line. 
 

Standing Committee on Regional and Urban Statistics

Submitted by Wendy Thomas 
www.scorusnet.com 

 
ISI sessions organized by 
SCORUS 
IPM20: “Bringing Stats Home: 
Role of Official Statistical Offices 
in supporting comparability, while 
retaining national relevance” was 
organized by Dominic Leung and 

contained three presentations by Andrew Reamer (USA), 
Klaus Trutzel (Germany), and Stephen Leung (Hong Kong, 
SAR China) providing different models for the involvement of 
national level official statistical offices in the collection and 
dissemination of comparable data at local levels. The 
presentations were compared and contrasted by the 
discussant Uwe Neumann (Germany).  
 
IPM21: “Improving comparability of urban and regional data: 
Standards, harmonization, and sharing metadata resources” 
was organized by Wendy Thomas and contained three papers 
discussing structural metadata standards (Bryan Fitzpatrick, 
UK), geographic comparability (Wendy Thomas, USA), and 
topical comparability and harmonization of topical elements 
(Matthew Sobek, USA).  
 
The two sessions were attended by 35-45 delegates. 
Statements and questions from the audience reinforced the 
growing importance of analyzing and comparing data for 
regions within countries, in particular metropolitan areas and 
surrounding regions. It was noted that it is important to 
understand the effects of metropolitan areas as social and 
economic engines for development as well as the effect of 
interaction within surrounding urban and rural areas. Also 
noted were the issues common to supra-national, national, 
regional and municipal governments including: coordination 
and cooperation between levels, access to microdata for sub-
national areas, comparability of sub-national area definitions, 
and the availability of very small area data to support 
interpolation of consistent geographic areas for comparison 
within and between countries.  
 
SCORUS Business Meeting 
The Business Meeting was held on 24 August 2009 with 
twelve people attending. Discussion covered activities in 
preparation for a number of future conferences (to be noted 
separately in this column) and the activities of the Regional 
SCORUS Sections. It was noted that the Asian Section has 
been quite active in working with several organizations in 
China and has been co-sponsoring numerous events as well 
as increasing the involvement of our Asian members in non-
Asian based conferences. The European Section has been 
less active in recent years and will receive additional attention, 

while new opportunities in developing a section for either North 
America or the Americas will be explored. 
 
Upcoming Conferences: 
World Urban Forum will take place on UN Habitat Day, 5 
October 2010. 
 
IAOS/SCORUS Conference on official statistics and the 
environment: approaches issues, challenges and linkages will 
be held in Chile, 20-22 October 2010. SCORUS will be 
involved in developing approximately three sessions.  
 
Asian Regional Conferences 
Beijing Forum – Sponsored by the Metropolitan Bureau of 
Statistics 
City in China – To be held in Macau, SAR China or Hong 
Kong, SAR China.  
 
ISI World Statistics Congress in Dublin, Ireland, 2011 – 
SCORUS is proposing two sessions and working to actively 
support and contribute to IAOS related sessions. Following the 
ISI World Statistics Congress, SCORUS will be holding a 
Satellite Meeting in Galway, Ireland. 
 
SCORUS 27th Conference on Regional and Urban Statistics 
and Research  
The Conference will be held during 11th–13th August 2010 in 
Riga (Latvia) under the theme “Creating a knowledge base for 
successful cities and regions, along the statistical value chain”. 
 
Registration: 
Internet registration will soon be available on the Conference 
web pages run by Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia: 
www.csb.gov.lv/scorus. For further information, please contact 
us by e-mail: scorus@csb.gov.lv. Register by 15 July 2010. 
 
Scientific Programme: 
“Creating a knowledge base for successful cities and regions, 
along the statistical value chain” 
 
Sub-themes and their coordinators: 
Statistical design 
 Huang Langhui, huanglh@stats.gov.cn 
Data collection for creating a knowledge base 
 Klaus Trutzel, KuM.Trutzel@t-online.de 
Compilation, estimation and documentation 
 Stephen KC Leung, skcleung@censtatd.gov.hk 
Analysis and research 
 Dev Virdee, Dev.Virdee@ons.gov.uk 

Derek Bond, D.Bond@ulster.ac.uk 
Dissemination 
 Petra Kuncová (Ms), petra.kuncova@czso.cz 
Evaluation (quality and user satisfaction) 
 Teodora Brandmüller (Ms), 
 Teodora.Brandmueller@ec.europa.eu 
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If you want to present a paper, please submit an abstract not 
exceeding 300 words to the relevant coordinator, or to the 
Chair of the Programme Committee by e-mail at: 
petrakuncova@czso.cz 
Submission deadline: 15 May 2010 
 
Social Programme: 
2-hour Riga Old Town sightseeing tour that will be followed by 
dinner in local restaurant that offers national dishes cooked 
from natural and healthy products according to ancient Latvian 
recipes. 

 
Programme Committee: Organising Committee: 
Petra Kuncová (Ms.) Jolanta Minkevica (Ms.) 
Klaus Trutzel Asta Manninen (Ms.) 
Wendy Thomas (Ms.) Teodora Brandmüller (Ms.) 
Teodora Brandmüller (Ms.) Petra Kuncová (Ms.) 
Asta Manninen (Ms.) Stephen K.C. Leung 
Uwe Neumann  
 
SCORUS – The International Network for regional and 
urban statistics 
For information on joining the SCORUS list server or providing 
suggestions to the leadership group, please contact SCORUS 
Secretary, Wendy Thomas at wlt@pop.umn.edu.

Report of Section’s Activities  
2007-2009  
Executive and Council members with nationalities and 
exact year-terms 
President: Allan Rossman, USA, 2007-2009 
President-Elect: Helen MacGillivray, Australia, 2007-2009 
(President 2009-2011) 
Past President: Gilberte Schuyten, Belgium, 2007-2009 
(President 2005-2007) 
Vice-Presidents, 2007-2009:  

Andrej Blejec, Slovenia 
John Harraway, New Zealand 
James Nicholson, U.K. 
Delia North, South Africa 
Enriqueta Reston, Philippines 

 
Mission of the Section 
IASE seeks to improve statistics education at all levels from 
elementary (primary) school through to the training of 
professionals, and to increase the uptake of statistics 
education world wide. It fosters international cooperation, and 
stimulates discussion and research. IASE disseminates ideas, 
strategies, research findings, materials, and information using 
publications, international conferences, and increasingly its 
website. 
 
Membership Overview 
IASE is formally constituted as the education section of the ISI. 
It may be joined independently, however, by anyone who 
wishes to participate in IASE’s activities, wishes to be a part of 
an international community of statistics educators, wishes to 
share experiences with and learn from the experiences of 

other statistics educators around the world, or simply wishes to 
support those working to achieve IASE’s goals. IASE has 
approximately 800 members - about 20% of whom belong to 
ISI and 80% who do not - representing more than 90 countries. 
The membership is largely made up of teachers, lecturers and 
professors of statistics, researchers in the field of statistics 
education, and applied and government statisticians with an 
interest in statistics education. Among the most rewarding 
aspects of IASE membership is participating in an international 
community of people who believe in the value of statistics 
education and wish to advance it. 
 
Publications & Website (overview)  
The Statistics Education Research Journal (SERJ) is IASE’s 
peer-reviewed electronic journal, co-published with the ISI. 
SERJ aims to advance research-based knowledge that can 
help to improve the teaching, learning and understanding of 
statistics or probability at all educational levels and in both 
formal (classroom-based) and informal (out-of-classroom) 
contexts. Such research may examine, for example, cognitive, 
motivational, attitudinal, curricular, teaching-related, 
technology-related, organizational, or societal factors and 
processes that are related to the development and 
understanding of stochastic knowledge. In addition, research 
may focus on how people use or apply statistical and 
probabilistic information and ideas, broadly viewed. 
SERJ, which is freely available from the IASE website, 
publishes two issues per year. The Co-Editors of SERJ are 
Tom Short (USA) and Peter Petocz (Australia), and the 
Assistant Editor is Beth Chance (USA). Iddo Gal (Israel), the 
previous Co-Editor of SERJ, is currently chairing a search 

International Association for Statistics Education 
President Helen MacGillivray 

Queensland University of Technology 
E-mail: h.macgillivray@qut.edu.au  

Section Editors Andrej Blejec, National Institute of Biology, 
Vecna pot 111 POB 141, SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia  
Tel: +386 1 423 33 88, Fax: +386 1 2412 980 
E-mail: andrej.blejec@nib.si 
and  
K. Laurence Weldon, Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science, 
Simon Fraser University, 8888 University Drive, Burnaby, BC, Canada V5A 1S6 
Tel: +1 604 291 3667, Fax: +1 604 291 4368 
E-mail: weldon@sfu.ca  
Website: www.stat.sfu.ca/~weldon 

IASE Website http://www.stat.auckland.ac.nz/~iase  
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committee for a new Co-Editor whose term will begin in 
January 2010. 
The IASE website (www.stat.auckland.ac.nz/~iase/) contains a 
wealth of information about IASE in particular and statistics 
education more broadly. The publications section of the 
website includes not only SERJ but also Proceedings from 
IASE conferences such as International Conferences on 
Teaching Statistics (ICOTS), IASE presentations at ISI 
Sessions, and IASE Roundtable Conferences. The 
publications section also has links to selected articles on 
statistics education published in International Statistical 
Review and other journals, and also to IASE components of 
the ISI Newsletter and IASE Matters, which is a regular feature 
in the journal Teaching Statistics.
In addition, the IASE website contains a listing of recent 
doctoral dissertations in statistics education, a searchable list 
of IASE members, information on past and upcoming IASE 
conferences, and much more news and information. 
 
Conferences, Short Courses and Satellite 
Meetings 
In June/July of 2008, IASE held its Roundtable Conference in 
Monterrey, Mexico, on the theme of “Statistics Education in 
School Mathematics: Challenges for Teachers and Teacher 
Training.” Carmen Batanero (Spain) chaired the International 
Program Committee, and Blanca Ruiz chaired the Local 
Organizing Committee. This Conference was a joint venture 
with ICMI, the International Commission on Mathematical 
Instruction. About 80 participants from 25 countries 
participated in this Conference. It was especially gratifying that 
a large number of representatives from developing countries 
(including Uganda, Botswana, China, Philippines, Iran, 
Honduras, Panama and Costa Rica) attended, with some 
financial assistance from IASE. It was also encouraging that a 
large number of graduate students and recent graduate 
students participated and had very fruitful interactions with 
more experienced colleagues. Work is now underway on a 
book, to be published by Springer-Verlag, based on the 
presentations and discussions at this Conference. 
On 14 and 15 August of this year, IASE held its Satellite 
Meeting in Durban on the theme of “Next Steps in Statistics 
Education”. The Conference included 35 speakers 
representing 15 countries. Patrick Murphy (Ireland) has 
chaired the Program Committee for this Conference, with Delia 
North (South Africa) coordinating local arrangements. The 
previous Satellite Conference, held in Guimaraes, Portugal, 
concentrated on the theme of “Assessing Student Learning in 
Statistics”. The Program Committee was chaired by Brian 
Phillips (Australia) and Beth Chance (USA), while the local 
arrangements were coordinated by Bruno de Sousa (Portugal). 
IASE also sponsored a session at the 2008 Joint Statistical 
Meetings in Denver (USA). Organized by Juana Sanchez 
(USA), this session was titled “The State of Statistics 
Education in Schools (K-12) Around the World.”  
Plans are well underway for the IASE flagship conference: 
International Conference on Teaching Statistics (ICOTS-8) will 
be held on 11-16 July 2010 in Ljubljana, Slovenia. John 
Harraway (New Zealand) is chairing the International Program 
Committee, and Andrej Blejec (Slovenia) is chairing the Local 
Organizing Committee. The Conference theme is “Data and 
Context in Statistics Education: Toward an Evidence-Based 
Society.” Details and updated information can be found at the 
ICOTS-8 website: www.icots8.org.

Cooperation with other ISI Sections or external 
organisations 
The ISI’s International Statistical Literacy Project, under the 
direction of Juana Sanchez (USA), has been conducting 
competitions on statistical literacy among school children, 
sparking interest in statistics in countries around the world. 
One such competition culminated in Portugal in 2007, and 
another competition was concluded in Durban. Please see the 
ISLP’s article in this ISI Newsletter.

Durban Activities 
Helen MacGillivray (Australia) organized IASE’s Invited Paper 
Meetings that were held in Durban. As mentioned above, 
Patrick Murphy (Ireland) chaired the Program Committee for 
the Satellite Meeting held prior to the ISI Session. IASE has 
also helped to organize a Short Course for African teachers of 
statistics and mathematics at school levels. 
 
Note of thanks 
All of the individuals mentioned in the above report have made 
substantial contributions in the past two years to the mission of 
the IASE. These contributions, and those by many more than 
can be mentioned here, are much appreciated. 

Allan Rossman 
IASE President 2007-2009 

 
New IASE Executive and Council 2009-2011 
President: 
Helen MacGillivray, Australia, h.macgillivray@qut.edu.au 
President-Elect: 
John Harraway, New Zealand, jharraway@maths.otago.ac.nz  
Past President:  
Allan Rossman, USA, arossman@calpoly.edu 
Vice-Presidents: 

Iddo Gal, Israel, iddo@research.haifa.ac.il 
James Nicholson, U.K., j.r.nicholson@durham.ac.uk 
Delia North, South Africa, northd@ukzn.ac.za 
Irena Ograjensek, Slovenia, irena.orgajensek@ef.uni-lj.si 
Enriqueta Reston, Philippines, edreston@yahoo.com 

IASE thanks the 2009 Nominations Committee for their work. 
 
Message from the Incoming President 
The IASE Executive and Council members extend many 
thanks to all those in IASE who have supported and 
contributed to IASE’s work in the past two years, and we look 
forward to a productive and fruitful two years for everyone 
involved with, and interested in, statistics education across all 
of ISI and the whole international statistical community. 
Particular thanks go to our Past President and our retiring 
Vice-Presidents. However, all will be just as involved in the 
next two years in their roles on the Executive or with ICOTS8 
or both. Many thanks also to Juana Sanchez who is retiring as 
Director of the International Statistical Literacy Project (ISLP), 
for her untiring dedication to this project and to her and her 
helpers in the ISIBALO International Statistical Literacy 
Competition, which achieved its wonderful culmination during 
the ISI Session in Durban. The new Director and executive of 
ISLP will be announced soon. 
Thanks also to Co-Editor of SERJ, Tom Short, who will retire at 
the end of 2009 when we will welcome Bob del Mas to join 
Peter Petocz as Co-Editor. 
The 57th Session of the ISI and all its associated activities in 
Durban was a very full and successful period for IASE and 
Statistics Education. The 11 IASE IPMs included 2 joint with 
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IAOS and 2 joint with Local Hosts and ranged over many 
interests, with particular attention given to topics of interest to 
all ISI members and to Africa, and with a number of these 
meetings attracting considerable attention. Our thanks to all 
those involved in making the 57th Session of the ISI a truly 
memorable occasion. 
The ISI Sessions, pleasingly to be now called World Statistics 
Congresses, are a wonderful opportunity for interaction across 
the international diversity of statistical interests. As IASE’s 
representative on the PCC for the 58th World Statistics 
Congress, Patrick Murphy has received many interesting 
proposals for IPMs and joint IPMs and will be maintaining 
IASE’s commitment to quality, breadth and cooperative 
planning to achieve statistics education papers of interest to all 
IASE and ISI delegates. 
 
IASE’s tradition of a satellite meeting before the ISI Session 
continued in 2009 with a very successful meeting attended by 
more than 60 delegates with more than 30 papers, a workshop 
and a forum. Our thanks to Patrick Murphy for organising the 
program, Delia North for organising an excellent venue, Bettie 
Basson for the website, and all participants for their 
enthusiastic presentations and discussion on Next Steps in 
Statistics Education.  
The UNESCO-funded workshops for African teachers held 
during ISI were an outstanding success, with approximately 
150 participants each day and waiting lists for many sessions. 
As teachers were allowed to nominate their sessions for 
attendance, this means that approximately 200 teachers 
attended during the week. The all-day Sunday workshop, with 
more than 160 attendees, participated in hands-on statistical 
learning activities with Doreen Connor and helpers in the 
morning, and were able to choose in the afternoon between 
data analysis activities with Roxy Peck and real probability with 
Helen MacGillivray. The daily afternoon sessions and the 
Saturday session, organised so ably by Delia North and her 
helpers, were given by South Africa’s Maths4Stats teachers 
and trainers. IASE thanks Denise Lievesley, the ISI and 
UNESCO for the support for this important work. 
 
The ISLP activities, competition finals and presentations were 
a highlight of ISI 57 and a major achievement for Juana 
Sanchez and her helpers. The list of international winners and 
phase 2 winners of the International Statistical Literacy 
Competition may be found on the ISLP website 
http://www.stat.auckland.ac.nz/~iase/islp/ . Presentations were 
also made to the winners of the 2009 Best Cooperative Project 
Award in Statistical Literacy, Maths4Stats Project (Statistics 
South Africa) and Early Statistics: Enhancing the Teaching and 
Learning of Early Statistical Reasoning in European Schools 
(Cyprus). 
Many meetings, both formal and informal, were also held 
during ISI on plans and ideas. As reported to the ISI General 
Assembly, the planning for the IASE flagship conference, the 
International Conference on Teaching Statistics (ICOTS-8), 
which will be held 11-16 July 2010 in Ljubljana, Slovenia, is 
promising another excellent ICOTS (see www.icots8.org for 
details). Plans for the IASE Satellite to the 58th ISI World 
Statistics Congress to be held in Dublin in 2011, as well as for 
the IASE Roundtable Conference in 2011, are well underway 
with announcements coming soon to the IASE website. 
Planning for the IASE Roundtable Conference in 2012 and for 
ICOTS-9 in 2014 has also commenced. 
These are both challenging and exciting times for statistics 
education worldwide, and the 2009-2011 IASE Executive looks 

forward to working with all of IASE, ISI and the international 
statistics community in furthering statistical learning. 

Helen MacGillivray 
IASE President 2009-2011 

 
Educating the public on how to use official 
statistics 
At the recently concluded 57th Session of the International 
Statistical Institute, held in Durban, South Africa, in August 
2009, Invited Paper Meeting 38 ‘Educating the public on how 
to use official statistics’ attracted a lot of attention. Here Peter 
Wingfield-Digby (www.pwdigby.co.uk), Organizer and Chair of 
the meeting, highlights some of the issued raised.  
 
This meeting was sponsored jointly by the International 
Association for Statistical Education (IASE) and the local hosts 
(Statistics South Africa). It aimed to address the issue of how a 
statistics office can best help the public to understand and use 
its outputs.  
Three papers were presented at the meeting. The first, Making 
statistics attractive through partnerships with the media, was 
by Ben Paul Mungyereza, Director of Statistical Coordination 
Services at the Uganda Bureau of Statistics (UBOS - 
www.ubos.org). He noted four reasons for the poor reporting of 
statistics by the media: their failure to understand statistical 
concepts; their weakness in interpreting statistics; the inability 
of statisticians themselves to communicate statistical 
information to the media; and the media’s own aversion to 
statistics. He urged the need for better training on both sides, 
making statistics part of the training for those required to work 
in the media, and making media training a requirement for 
budding statisticians. He suggested several possible 
approaches to improving the situation: employing full-time 
public relations staff; preparing special media kits containing 
simplified statistics; and involving the media in all stages of 
statistical activities.  
 
The second paper, Improving use of official statistics - How 
marketing and IT help, was presented by Leo Yu, Senior 
Statistician in the Information Technology Branch of Hong 
Kong’s Census and Statistics Department 
(www.censtatd.gov.hk). A statistics office needs to have a 
framework for optimising the product development process. He 
advocated a marketing analysis process: Dividing the market 
into various segments, analysing the statistical needs of each 
segment, and then devising marketing plans for each one. A 
statistics office faces special considerations: the need to 
encourage statistical applications as widely as possible; the 
very diverse needs of a large client base; and the fact that a 
statistics office has limited resources and is normally non-profit 
making. Four particular user segments were identified (the 
general public, the media, students, and the business sector), 
and the characteristics and statistical needs of each group 
were described. A 4P marketing plan was advocated, focusing 
on product, placement, pricing and promotion.  
 
The third paper, Making official data relevant to students: 
Statistics Canada’s education outreach program, had been 
prepared by Mary Townsend, Chief of Education Outreach at 
Statistics Canada (www.statcan.gc.ca). She could not attend 
the ISI Session, but her video presentation was introduced by 
Art Ridgeway, Director-General of the System of National 
Accounts at Statistics Canada. Mary emphasized that school-
aged youth are the nation’s future data users and survey 
respondents. If you educate them about how important official 
data is in forming the policies and programmes that impact 
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their daily lives, they will be more inclined to respond 
accurately and in a timely manner to the surveys that collect 
those data.  
Statistics Canada’s Education Outreach Program is structured 
on two pillars: a vibrant learning resources website, where 
students and teachers have direct access to resources 
designed specifically to suit their needs; and a network of 
regional champions who provide teachers with training, 
workshops and support. Canada has the great advantage that 
every school in the country has Internet-connected computers. 
There are four main challenges faced by the Outreach 
Program: communicating with teachers; training the teachers; 
understanding the Net generation; and developing engaging 
resources within an official environment. Mary illustrated some 
of the statistical products that had been developed so far by 
Statistics Canada. 
In discussing the papers, Davaasuren Chultemjamts from 
Mongolia, who is Director of the United Nations Statistical 
Institute for Asia and the Pacific in Tokyo (SIAP - 
www.unsiap.or.jp), stressed three points: the importance of 
strengthening the communication skills of statisticians in 
dealing with non-statisticians; the need to improve the image of 
statistics and statisticians, so that people have more trust in 
statistics and in the decisions based on them; and the 
tremendous possibilities offered by the various media (Internet, 
television, radio, blogs, newspapers, etc.). 
The second discussant, Hilary Joffe, Senior Associate Editor of 
Business Day, a leading newspaper in South Africa 
(www.bdfm.co.za) was not able to attend the meeting, but her 
written comments were presented by Trevor Oosterwyk, 
Manager of Communications at Statistics South Africa. She 
was impressed by Statistics Canada’s use of web-based 
technology in its outreach programmes, but wondered how 
these types of programmes could be replicated in other 
countries, particularly in Africa where statistical literacy and 
Internet penetration were generally low. She welcomed the 
idea of the media as a ‘business’ partner of the official 
statistics agency, but noted that official statistical agencies 
were not always very good at partnering with the media. 

Peter Wingfield-Digby 
 
New statistics education journal:  
Statistique et Enseignement 
The Société française de statistique (SFdS) decided to launch 
Statistique et Enseignement, a free-access electronic journal 
whose first issue (devoted to articles derived from 
presentations at the Lyon Meeting in September 2008) will be 
published some time in 2009. Statistique et Enseignement 
plans to publish papers on teaching, extracurricular training, as 
well as popular statistical science material. Statistique et 
Enseignement is not a resource centre but a peer-reviewed 
journal welcoming critical thought, analysis, commented 
research reviews (goals, experimental conditions, study 
findings). While not an online forum, Statistique et 
Enseignement will also include debates, opinions, and reading 
notes. 
Journal website: http://www.statistique-et-enseignement.fr/ojs 

Gilberte Schuyten 
 
Research and development in the teaching 
and learning of probability 
A Report on the TSG 13 at ICME11 - Monterrey, Mexico – 
July 6-13, 2008 
The series of the ICME are among the biggest congresses 
dedicated to mathematics education. The 11th convention of 

this kind took place in Monterrey, Mexico. This short report 
should only focus attention; the reader might get details on the 
topics, which have been dealt with at the link given below. 
Some of the contributions have been developed further after 
the conference and will appear in October 2009 at IEJME. 
Probability and statistics education are relatively new 
disciplines. Both have only recently been introduced into the 
main stream school curricula in many countries. While the 
application oriented statistics is undisputed in its relevance, 
discussion about probability is more ambivalent. Reduction of 
probability to the classical conception, mainly based on 
combinatorics, or its tight connection to higher mathematics, is 
an argument to abandon this part of the discipline in favour of 
the statistics part. However, there are some arguments for a 
strong role for probability within stochastics curricula. We had 
three meetings (“Issues in Probability Teaching and Learning”, 
“Informal Conceptions”, and “Conditional probability and 
Bayes’ theorem”) with lectures and a panel discussion 
“Fundamental Ideas in Probability Teaching at School Level”. 
The authors come from Europe, USA, Australia and Latin 
America, the English, the Spanish world, and the “rest” are 
distributed “evenly”.  
The hope is that ICME will continue to organize topic study 
groups on probability and statistics separately. By this 
“strategy”, we did in fact split our potential audience as all the 
study groups are held at the same time slots. However, the 
great interest in our group on probability as well as the number 
of persons who attended the parallel statistics group confirm 
that we can attract many more people to our topic by two 
separate groups. The split into the two groups allowed also for 
a more convenient focus of the pertinent presentations and 
discussions. It showed that – against the international trend 
towards statistics and away from probability in all international 
curricula – there is still a substantial interest from the side of 
research in probability issues as it is highly relevant for any 
teaching and learning of statistics. This holds also for the joint 
study of ICME and IASE, which was held one week prior to the 
ICME congress, where a panel discussion about a vital role for 
probability within curricula met a strong echo and lead to a 
lively discussion on the role of probability within educational 
research and in curricula. 
Longer version of the report: 
http://wwwg.uni-klu.ac.at/stochastik.schule/aktuelles.html 

Manfred Borovcnik 
 
ICOTS 8 Data and Context in Statistics 
Education: Towards an Evidence-Based 
Society 
Ljubljana, Slovenia, 11-16 July 2010  
The second circular containing information about registration 

procedures, registration fees, 
accommodation options and tours will 
be released around the middle of 
October. Links will be given to the 
convention centre and 
accommodation facilities as 
appropriate. 

The programme is developing rapidly and those interested 
should visit the website www.icots8.org to access up to date 
information. Paper titles and abstracts are being placed on the 
website each day as they are received. 
Contributed papers and posters are now being received and 
details about submission procedures and format for both 
papers and posters can be found in guideline documents on 
the website. 
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Those who are attending the ISBIS Conference in Ljubljana 
the week before ICOTS8 are advised that a one and a half day 
special registration will be available for you to attend ICOTS on 
these days. This will cover the Sunday evening welcome 
ceremony and all day Monday when we have the opening 
followed by a first plenary address which will be of interest to 
those attending ISBIS. At least one of the parallel sessions 
later on the Monday morning and afternoon will be related to 

education aspects of statistics as far as they overlap with 
topics in business and industry. 
The ICOTS Organising Committees hope that those attending 
ISBIS may be encouraged to join ICOTS for at least the 
Monday if not the rest of the ICOTS Conference. Future links 
with other ISI member bodies are being encouraged and the 
IAOS also features in the ICOTS programme. 
For news, follow the conference website at http://icots8.org 

John Harraway 
 

International Statistical Literacy Project 

57th ISI Session: A Forum for School Teachers 
and Students from 16 Countries  
ISI 57 was the first ISI biennial Session that shared its venue 
with school teachers and students from 16 countries to host 
the ISIBALO International Statistical Literacy Competition. 41 
finalists of phase 2 of the ISLP competition participated in this 
first international statistical literacy competition to demonstrate 
their knowledge of Statistics.  
The events for students during this week of learning and 
sharing, and the first international competition, would not have 
happened without the following ingredients: the 
encouragement of ISI President Denise Lievesley and 
Statistician-General of South Africa Pali Lehohla; the full 
sponsorship, hosting and caring of the participants in Durban 
by Statistics South Africa; the work of Jairo Arrow, Koleka 
Rangaza, Johnny Masegela, Lawrence Sithole, the ISIBALO 
team of Statistics South Africa and Jean Claude Girard; the 
generous sharing of time, work and knowledge with students 
by Dianne Cook, Maseka Lesaoana, Themba Mohoto, Naomi 
Robbins and Martha Aliaga. 
The competition’s award ceremony was attended by hundreds 
of students from South African schools. The winners of the 
competition received cheques and trophies from Pali Lehohla. 
You may see the names of these students as well as their 
countries and schools at  
www.stat.auckland.ac.nz/~iase/islp/home 

Shown in the photo above are Pali Lehohla and ISLP Director 
Juana Sanchez with the South African winner, Tamaryn 

Fortuin (in the middle).  
Students and teachers, and all of us participating in the events 
of this memorable week cannot thank enough Statistics South 
Africa for their unparalleled commitment to statistical literacy 
and statistical development.  
ISLP Open Meeting at ISI 57 unveils the winners of the 
Second Best Cooperative Project Award in Statistical Literacy 
“EarlyStatistics: Enhancing the Teaching and Learning of Early 
Statistical Reasoning in European Schools” (Cyprus) and 
“Maths4stats Project of Statistics South Africa” (South Africa) 
won the Second Best Cooperative Project Award. The awards 
were received by Ana Serrado Bayes (EarlyStatistics) and 
Mbulaheni Nthangeni and Themba Mohoto (Maths4stats). 
Seen in the photo below are Math4stats coordinators, ISLP 
board members, and winners (holding the trophies). 
 

ISLP Board member Pedro Campos (Portugal) headed the 
International Committee for the Awards. Hugo Mael Henandez 
presented the awards in his place. Other members of the 
Committee were Iddo Gal (Israel), Paola Guiacche (Italy), Cyril 
Parirentyawa (Zimbabwe) and Pinto Martins (Portugal) who 
unfortunately could not attend ISI 57.  

Juana Sanchez, Director 
International Statistical Literacy Project 

The 2010 Young Statisticians’ Meeting (YSM 2010) is a two-day conference organised by young statisticians 
(those in the first 10 years of their statistical career) for other young statisticians. The event takes place on the 30th 
and 31st March 2010 at the University of Liverpool. YSM 2010 provides an excellent opportunity for young 
statisticians from academia, industry and the government sector to network amongst their peers, present their own 
research and discover a variety of statistical topics currently being researched in a friendly atmosphere. 

The event is supported and sponsored by the Royal Statistical Society (RSS) and the programme includes workshop sessions and 
plenary sessions with guest speakers, plus a series of parallel presentation sessions and a poster session enabling young statisticians 
to present their work. 
Further information can be found on our website: http://www.liv.ac.uk/ysm2010/  

Dr. Jamie Kirkham
Event Treasurer, Young Statisticians’ Meeting 2010 

E-mail: jjk@liv.ac.uk 
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International Association for Statistical Computing 
President Yutaka Tanaka, Department of Information Systems & Mathematical Sciences, 

Nanzan University, 27 Seirei-cho, Seto, Aichi 489-0863, Japan 
Tel: (+81) 561 89 2000; Fax: (+81) 561 89 2082 (or 2083) 
E-mail: ytanaka@ms.nanzan-u.ac.jp 

Section Editor Wataru Sakamoto, IASC Scientific Secretary 
Division of Mathematical Science, Department of Systems Innovation, 
Graduate School of Engineering Science, Osaka University 
1-3 Machikaneyama-cho, Toyonaka, Osaka 560-8531, Japan 
Tel: (+81) 6 6850 6481; Fax: (+81) 6 6850 6481 
E-mail: sakamoto@sigmath.es.osaka-u.ac.jp 

Websites IASC website: http://www.iasc-isi.org  
CSDA SSN website: www.csdassn.org  

IASC Activities Report 2007-2009 
During last two years, the Association has been active and 
productive. IASC members, under the IASC auspices, have 
organized many scientific events and have been extremely 
active in many other fields, especially as concerns 
publications. 
Mission Statement and Objectives 
It is the mission of the IASC to embed traditional statistical 
methodology, modern computer technology, and the 
knowledge of domain experts in order to convert data into 
information and knowledge. 
 
The Association pursues its objectives with special attention to 
developing countries. It promotes collaborative efforts within 
international, national, regional and other organizations and 
institutions having similar aims; it fosters evaluations of 
statistical computing techniques and programs and facilitates 
the exchange of computer programmes and the organisation of 
meetings, particularly in conjunction with World Statistics 
Congresses of the International Statistical Institute (ISI). 
 
The objectives of the Association are to foster world-wide 
interest in effective statistical computing and to exchange 
technical knowledge through international contacts and 
meetings between statisticians, computing professionals, 
organizations, institutions, governments and the general 
public. 
Statistical computing is meant here in its broad sense as 
Statistics in the Communication and Computer age and it 
contains a rich variety of research topics in virtually any branch 
of statistical inquiry. 
 
The IASC puts emphasis especially on computational 
statistics, statistical software, exploratory data analysis, data 
mining, pattern recognition, statistical databases and related 
fields, e.g.: Computational Finance, Statistical Computing and 
e-commerce, Statistical Computing and Customer Relation 
Management, Computer Intensive Methods in Statistical 
Methods, Statistical Computing for Census and Official 
Statistics, Statistical Methods for Large Data, Statistical 
Graphs and Data Visualization, Distributed Statistical 
Computing, GIS Applications, Multivariate Statistical Modelling 
and Data Analysis, Statistical Quality Control and Process 
Control, Environmental Statistics, Demographic and Health 
Science. 
 
Established during the 41st Session of the International 
Statistical Institute (ISI) in 1977, the International Association 
for Statistical Computing (IASC) motivates and supports 

research in a broad spectrum of areas of computational 
statistics. The IASC forms a Section of the ISI. 

Activities 
The IASC provides international contacts among statisticians, 
computing professionals, organizations, institutions, 
governments, and the general public world-wide. 
The exchange of ideas and knowledge is achieved by 
organizing and sponsoring Conferences, by establishing 
regional Sections, by organizing summer schools, and by 
exploiting the benefits of electronic communication. 
 
Currently two regional sections are established: the European 
Regional Section (ERS) and the Asian Regional Section. 
 
The IASC seeks to extend its regional presence in all other 
parts of the world. Close contacts exist to the Interface 
Foundation of North America where the IASC is regularly 
sponsoring a session at the yearly INTERFACE meeting. IASC 
particularly works on its outreach to the Middle Eastern and 
South American Regional Sections 
 
The European and Asian Regional Sections organize a variety 
of scientific conferences, e.g., IASC World Conferences, 
biennial COMPSTAT meeting, summer schools, workshops, 
and provide communication and knowledge exchange in their 
regions. 
 
Past, forthcoming and future meetings and conferences 
• 56th ISI Session, Lisboa 2007 

IASC (co)organized 12 IPMs. 
 
• IASC’07 Conference, Aveiro (PT) 

IASC’07 Conference in Aveiro, a Satellite Meeting to the 56th 
ISI Session in Lisboa, has been successful from the scientific 
point of view; approximately 200 participants attended the 
Conference. 

• COMPSTAT’08 Symposium, Porto (PT)  
Approximately 400 participants attended the Symposium of 
the ERS IASC Compstat 2008 held in Porto. Next 
COMPSTAT Symposia will be held in Paris, COMPSTAT 
2010, and in Cyprus, Compstat 2012. 

• 4th IASC World Conference and 6th ARS IASC Conference, 
Yokohama (JAP) 
4th IASC World Conference organized jointly with 6th ARS 
Conference were held in Yokohama during 5-8 December 
2008. More than 300 talks were given: 2 keynote lectures; 4 
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invited lectures; 37 invited sessions. Three Satellite Meetings 
accompanied, one of them in Kyoto (Japan), another in Seoul 
(South Korea) and the last one in Taipei (Taiwan, China). 7th 
ARS IASC Conference will be held in 2011 in Taipei, Taiwan, 
China. 

 
• 4th International Workshop on Mining Complex Data MCD 

2008, 15th December 2008, Pisa (Italy) 
The fourth international workshop on Mining Complex Data 
followed three previous meetings held in 2005 in conjunction 
with IEEE ICDM 2005, Houston, USA, in 2006 in conjunction 
with IEEE ICDM 2006, Hong Kong, SAR China, and in 2007 
in conjunction with ECML/PKDD 2007, Warsaw, Poland. 
IASC was well represented by many of its members in the 
Scientific Programme Committee. 

 
• ISBIS Regional Meeting, Cagliari (Italy), 30th May-3rd June 

2009 
The International Society for Business and Industrial 
Statistics (ISBIS, a Section of ISI), organized its Regional 
meeting in Cagliari, Sardegna Island (Italy), 30 May - 3 June 
2009. IASC was a co-organizer of this successful meeting 
with more than 150 participants. 

• 57th ISI Session, Durban 2009 
IASC (co)organized 10 IPMs. 

• PLS’09 – 6th International Conference on Partial Least 
Squares and Related Methods  
The 6th International Conference on Partial Least Squares 
and Related Methods (PLS'09) took place in Beijing, China, 
4-7 September 2009. Professor Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi, 
who co-chairs the Program Committee, is an extremely 
active member of the IASC. Two IASC Past Presidents, i.e. 
Professor Carlo Lauro (Italy) and Professor Gilbert Saporta 
(France) are members of the Scientific Programme 
Committee. For details, see http://www.pls09.org/ 

• 10th Summer School of ERS IASC 
10th IASC-ERS Summer School on “Computational Aspects 
in Environmental Statistics” was held in Pamporovo, 
Bulgaria, 7-11 September 2009. 35 participants from all over 
the world appreciated the lectures. For details, see 
http://info.meteo.bg/conferences/iasc09/ 

• 58th ISI World Statistics Congress, Dublin 2011 
IASC Programme Committee received 17 proposals for the 
invited paper sessions. 

 
• 5th IASC World Conference 

The 5th IASC World Conference is expected to be held in 
USA in the 2nd quarter of 2011. 

 
IASC Publications 
• IASC’s official journal is Computational Statistics and Data 

Analysis (CSDA) published by Elsevier. The impact factor of 
CSDA has fatherly improved during the last years, being 
1,029 in 2007 and 1,126 in 2008. In the year 2008, CSDA 
received around 1,000 submissions, the acceptation rate 
being around 0.25. 

• IASC regularly contributes to the ISI Newsletter.
• Proceedings from the COMPSTAT Symposia are published 

by the Springer Verlag Company.  
• Publications Committee of ISI is chaired by Abdel El-

Shaarawi; Stefan Vanaelst represents IASC in this 
Committee. 

Membership situation 
The latest official member count (December 2008) gives a total 
number of 519 members; 504 individual members, 11 
institutional members and 4 affiliated members. Compared to 
the December 2007 count, we have exactly the same number 
of individual members. 
 
Note of thanks - Homage 
On the occasion of the COMPSTAT 2008, Professor Norbert 
Victor, Germany, Past President of IASC, received a plaque of 
honour from IASC for his contribution to the IASC.  
During the Conference of Japanese Statisticians held in 
September 2009, Professor Choichiro Asano (Japan) received 
a plaque of honour from IASC for his contribution to the 
computational statistics and foundation of the ARS IASC. 

Jaromir Antoch, IASC President 2007-2009 
Prague, 15 September 2009 

 
IASC Election Results 
According to the IASC Statutes, Yutaka Tanaka has chaired 
the Nominations Committee for the IASC elections. One half of 
the total members of the Council have been renewed. We 
remind everyone that there are twelve Council members and 
they stay in office for four years. IASC members have also 
elected their President-Elect, the Scientific Secretary, two 
Vice-Presidents and the Treasurer. 
Yutaka Tanaka informs the Council that ballot sheets were 
sent back to the ISI Office and the votes were counted by 
Gerrit Stemerdink and Liliana Pinkasovych of the ISI Office. 
The voting sheets will be stored at the Permanent Office in The 
Hague and can be consulted at any time. At some point, they 
will be transferred to the ISI archive and will be stored there for 
an indefinite time. 
The IASC Council for the period 2009-2011 is constituted as 
follows: 
IASC President: Yutaka Tanaka (Japan) 
IASC Past President: Jaromir Antoch (Czech Republic) 
IASC President-Elect: Karen Kafadar (USA) 
 
Vice-Presidents: 
Maria Paula de Pinho de Brito Duarte Silva (Portugal) 
Juergen Symanzik (USA) 
 
Scientific Secretary: 
Wataru Sakamoto (Japan) 
 
Treasurer: 
Michel van de Velden (The Netherlands) 
 
Council Members 2007-2011: 
Michael A. Adena (Australia) 
Di Cook (USA) 
Maria Paula de Pinho de Brito Duarte Silva (Portugal) 
Gejza Dohnal (Czech Republic) 
Chul Eung Kim (South Korea) 
Friedrich Leisch (Germany) 
 
Council Members 2009-2013: 
Francisco de A.T. De Carvalho (Brazil) 
Francesco Palumbo (Italy) 
David Stephen Geoffrey Pollock (UK) 
Mika Sato-Ilic (Japan) 
Rand Wilcox (USA) 
Philip L.H. Yu (Hong Kong, SAR China) 
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Report of the past events 
Report of ARS Special Session in 2009 Meeting of 
Japanese Federation of Statistical Science Associations 
 

ARS Special Session was successfully held at Doshisha 
University, Kyoto, Japan on 8th September 2009. The theme of 
the session was "Modern Statistical Methods and Computing". 
There were four speakers and four discussants, and about 40 
participants from 4 countries. At the end of this session, a 
homage ceremony was held for Professor Chooichiro Asano 
(the second person from the left in the above picture) to 
acknowledge his great contributions to Computational 
Statistics, in particular, in the Asian region. Professor Asano 
was the founder of the Asian Reginal Section.  

Moon Yul Huh 
Chair, ARS 

IASC-ERS Summer School 
The IASC-ERS Summer School on “Computational Aspects in 
Environmental Statistics” was held during 7-11 September 
2009 at hotel Panorama in the famous Bulgarian resort of 
Pamporovo in the Rhodopes Mountain, Bulgaria. (The venue 
of the Summer School had to be moved from Gorni Voden 
Monastery "St. Kirik and Yulita", district of Plovdiv, due to 
circumstances caused by the economic crisis.) 
The event was organized jointly by the Bulgarian Statistical 
Society and National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology, 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. The Life, Earth and 
Environmental Standing Committee of the European Science 
Foundation co-sponsored the IASC-ERS Summer School. 
We had 25 participants as follows: Austria (1), Bulgaria (8), 
Czech Republic (5), FYR of Macedonia (1), Germany (1), Italy 
(1), Slovakia (1), Slovenia (1), Poland (1), Portuguese (1), 
Turkey (2) and Korea (2). 
The Scientific Program and lecturers: (i) Prof. P. Filzmoser – 
Applied environmental statistics; (ii) Profs. N. Neykov and R. 
Gueorguieva - Modeling of environmental time series using 
Generalized Linear and Mixed Models; (iii) Prof. B. Grün - 
Flexible mixture modeling of environmental data and some 
computational issues; (iv) Profs. D. Jaruskova - Modeling 
environmental extremes; (v) J. Antoch - Change points 
detection in environmental time series data. Case studies 
application and software training were in R. A poster and 3 
panel discussions were organized as well. 
A half-day excursion was organized to the ethnographic village 
Shiroka Laka and the most interesting natural phenomena in 
the Rhodopes Mountain the Yagodinska and Devil’s Throat 
caves. 

Neyko Nekov 
 

The participants of the IASC-ERS Summer School. 
 
Forthcoming events 
Compstat 2010, Paris 

The COMPSTAT 2010 Symposium 
will take place in Paris, 22-27 August, 
on the premises of Conservatoire 
National des Arts et Métiers (CNAM), 
located in 

the heart of Paris. 
The Conference will be organized by 
CNAM statisticians with the support 
of INRIA, the French National 
Institute in Computer Science and 
Control 
(http://www.inria.fr/index.en.html). 
The Local Organizing Committee is 
chaired by Gilbert Saporta (CNAM), 
with Yves Lechevallier from INRIA 
as Vice-Chair.  
 
Contributed papers as well as posters are welcome in the 
following fields: 
• Biostatistics, Bio-computing and Genomics 
• Categorical Data Analysis 
• Clustering and Classification 
• Computational Bayesian Methods 
• Computational Econometrics and Finance 
• Data Mining 
• Design of Experiments 
• Functional Data Analysis 
• Graphical Models 
• Graphics and Data Visualization 
• Machine Learning and Support Vector Machine 
• Numerical Methods and Software 
• Multivariate Data Analysis 
• Nonparametric Statistics and Smoothing 
• Risk Analysis 
• Robustness 
• Simulation and Resampling Methods 
• Spatial Statistics and Image Analysis 
• Symbolic Data Analysis 
• Time Series Analysis and Signal Processing 
 
The deadline for submitting a contributed paper or a poster 
presentation is 10 January 2010. Best contributed papers will 
be published together with invited papers in the proceedings 
book by Physica Verlag. 
Refer to the website http://www.compstat2010.fr/ for details 
about submission and registration. 
 
The keynote lectures will be given by: 
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• Luc Devroye (McGill University, Montreal) 
• Lutz Edler (German Cancer Research Center, Heidelberg) 
• David Hand (Imperial College, London) 
 
Three tutorials will be organized: 
• Bayesian computation method 

Organiser: Jean-Michel Marin  
(Université Montpellier II, France) 

• Machine learning and association rules 
Organisers: Petr Berka, Jan Rauch  
(University of Economics, Prague, Czech Republic) 

• Statistical approaches for complex data 
Organiser: Lynne Billard  
(University of Georgia, United States) 

 
The programme of the 14 invited sessions is now available on 
the website http://www.compstat2010.fr/ 

Contact e-mail: info@compstat2010.fr 
Gilbert Saporta 

Chair of COMPSTAT 2010 
 
2010 ARS Interim Meeting 
ARS student session will be held during the Korean Statistical 
Society (KSS) meeting next year (2010). The KSS meeting is 
held twice a year (early June, outside Seoul and early 
November, within Seoul vicinity).  
ARS student session will be held during one of the two 
meetings. Partial funding (local expenses) will be provided by 
KSS. 10-15 graduate students and a few professors from 
outside Korea are expected. Participants from ERS are 
welcome. The objective of this meeting is to promote closer 
international relationship and cooperation among the 
prospective students. Area of interests will be open to all 
subjects. There will be presentations by students, but there will 
be no competition. 
Details of the Meeting will be announced around the mid-
November of this year. 
 

Moon Yul Huh 
Chair, ARS 

myhuh123@skku.edu 
 
The Joint Meeting of 7th Conference of the Asian Regional 
Section of the International Association for Statistical 
Computing and 2011 Taipei International Statistical 
Symposium 
The Institute of Statistical Science, Academia Sinica, will host 
The Joint Meeting of 7th Conference of the Asian Regional 
Section of the International Association for Statistical 
Computing (IASC) and 2011 Taipei International Statistical 
Symposium from 16 to 19 December 2011 at Academia Sinica, 
jointly organized by the Asian Regional Section of the IASC, 
the Institute of Statistical Science, the Directorate General of 
Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan, R.O.C., 

and the Chinese Statistical Association. After the main 
Conference, a satellite workshop on "Statistical Computing in 
Quantitative Finance" will be held at the Feng Chia University 
in Taichung nearby attractive sightseeing spots such as Sun 
Moon Lake, Formosan Aboriginal Culture Village.  
For more information on the main Conference, visit 
http://Joint2011.stat.sinica.edu.tw/, or contact Yuan-Chin 
Chang & Chun-houh Chen, Institute of Statistical Science, 
Academia Sinica, 128 Academia Road, Section 2, Taipei, 
Taiwan 115, China; (886) 2-27835611; 
Joint2011@stat.sinica.edu.tw, and for the satellite workshop, 
http://workshop.stat.fcu.edu.tw/, or contact Dr. Cathy Chen, 
Department of Statistics, Feng Chia University, 100 Wenhwa 
Road, Seatwen, Taichung, Taiwan 40724, China; (886) 4-
24517250 ext. 4412; chenws@fcu.edu.tw.

Conferences endorsed or sponsored by the IASC 
In the spirit of co-operation with other scientific communities 
and/or ISI World Statistics Congresses, and aiming at having 
an even wider horizon of scientific relationships, the IASC 
Council - according to the IASC statute - may deliberate the 
sponsorship of conferences that are organized (or co-
organized) by distinguished IASC members on topics close to 
the Computational Statistics. 
 
Computational and Financial Econometrics 
3rd International Conference, 29-31 October 2009 
Grand Resort Hotel, Limassol, Cyprus 
http://www.dcs.bbk.ac.uk/cfe09 
This Conference invites presentations that contain 
computational or financial econometric components. Papers 
containing strong computational statistical or econometric 
components or substantive data-analytic elements will be 
considered for publication in a special peer-reviewed (6th 
special issue on Computational Econometrics), or regular, 
issue of the journal Computational Statistics & Data Analysis.
The Conference is endorsed by the IASC and takes place 
jointly with the ERCIM working Group meeting on Computing & 
Statistics. 
For further information, please contact matrix@dcs.bbk.ac.uk.

2nd International Workshop of the ERCIM Working Group 
on Computing & Statistics, 29-31 October 2009,  
Grand Resort Hotel, Limassol, Cyprus 
http://www.dcs.bbk.ac.uk/ercim09/ 
The Workshop considers for presentation all topics within the 
interface of Computing & Statistics. The organization of tracks 
and suggestion of possible sessions within the framework of 
the Working Group are strongly encouraged. 
The meeting is endorsed by the IASC and will take place jointly 
with the 3rd International Conference on Computational and 
Financial Econometrics (CFE09). 
For further information, please contact matrix@dcs.bbk.ac.uk.
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Message from the IASS President 
The IASS aims to promote the study and practice of sample 
surveys and censuses, and to increase interest in the issues of 
survey taking amongst our fellow statisticians, government and 
the public. The 2009 ISI Session in Durban was a wonderful 
opportunity to pursue this objective through the general 
Scientific Programme, the programme of meetings sponsored 
by IASS and the seven IASS Short Courses conducted before 
the Session. I thank John Kovar, Leyla Mohadjer and Steve 
Heeringa for their substantial contributions to this. 
 
A key set of activities for Council over the next year will be 
developing the IASS input to the content and arrangements for 
the ISI World Statistics Congress (WSC) in Dublin in 2011, and 
its short course program, as well as preparing proposals for 
the following WSC in Hong Kong in 2013. Thanks to the work 
of our Programme Committee and its Chair, Geoff Lee 
(geoff.lee@abs.gov.au), the programme for Dublin is shaping 
up well. Arrangements to set up a Programme Committee for 
Hong Kong are underway, and anyone with suggestions for 
topics for Hong Kong, should in the first instance send them to 
me. Input from members on the Short Courses for Dublin 
should be sent to Leyla Mohadjer (see the message from the 
Scientific Secretary below). 
 
At the Durban Session, I took over the presidency of the IASS 
from Pedro Luis do Nascimento Silva, and I thank him for his 
work over the last two years. One of the initiatives set up by 
Pedro was a report, prepared by Geoff Lee, Sarah Nusser, and 
Don Royce (convenor): 'Improving IASS Services to Members'. 
This report is available on the website http://isi.cbs.nl/iass,
together with a summary of the Executive Council discussion 
of it. An agreed priority is to develop the functionality and 
content of the IASS website to support mail out services to 
members, easier development of an electronic version of 
Survey Statistician, and a moderated 'ask the experts' forum. A 
review of functionality and costs for upgrading the website will 
be undertaken jointly by the new Executive Director Catherine 
Meunier, and Webmaster Eric Rancourt. 
 

At its meeting in Durban, the IASS Council agreed a policy on 
the use of IASS funds to support relevant international 
workshops, conferences and similar events (see the IASS 
website). Under this policy, bids for financial support by the 
IASS for conferences running from July 2010 to June 2011 
should be submitted to Peter Lynn (plynn@essex.ac.uk) by 31 
March 2010. Proposals can then be evaluated jointly against 
the agreed set of criteria listed in the policy. The availability of 
funding for this purpose will be advertised on the IASS website 
(http://isi.cbs.nl/iass). It was agreed by the IASS Council that 
the IASS would support the 6th International French 
Colloquium on Surveys in Tangier (23-25 March 2010).  
 
The Chair of the Jury for the Cochran-Hansen Prize for 2011 is 
Mike Hidiroglou (hidirog@statcan.ca). This is a prize for the 
best paper on survey research methods from a young 
statistician in a developing or transitional country. The paper 
must be an unpublished original work, though it may include 
material from the participant’s university thesis. The winner of 
the Prize will be paid reasonable expenses to attend the WSC 
Dublin to present his/her paper, as well as receiving books and 
journal subscriptions to the value of € 500. If you know 
someone who may be interested in submitting a paper in this 
competition, please pass this information on to them. Further 
details are available from Mike Hidiroglou. 
 
The IASS has a network of country representatives. There are 
some gaps in this network and we will be looking to strengthen 
relationships with the country representatives over the coming 
year. Linda Hewitt (linhew@trinidad.net) has agreed to provide 
a focus for this. If you are an IASS member in a country 
without a representative and would like to volunteer, or are 
interested in working with the representative from your country, 
please contact Linda.  
Finally, I would like to encourage anyone wanting to become 
involved in the activities of the IASS, particularly furthering new 
directions for the web, for the newsletter or with regard to 
young statistician membership and activities, to contact me.  

Susan Linacre 
susan.linacre@abs.gov.au 

International Association of Survey Statisticians 
President Susan Linacre, President IASS, Australian Bureau of Statistics, ABS House, 

45 Benjamin Way, Belconnen ACT 2615, Australia. 
Tel: +61 2 6252 5000 
Fax: +61 2 6252 8080  
E-mail: susan.linacre@abs.gov.au 

Section Editor Leyla Mohadjer, Scientific Secretary IASS, Westat 
1600 Research Blvd., Rockville, MD 20850 
Tel: +1 301 251 4254 
E-mail: leylamohadjer@westat.com 

Secretariat Catherine Meunier, Executive Director 
Claude Olivier, Secretary 
INSEE/CEFIL, 3 rue de la Cité, 33500 Libourne, France 
Tel: +33 5 5755 5600 (Claude Olivier) 
Tel: +33 5.57.55.56.06 (Catherine Meunier) 
Fax: +33 5 5755 5620 
E-mail: claude.olivier@insee.fr  
www.cefil.insee.fr 
Anna Maria Vespa, Executive Secretary,
INSEE, 18, Bd. Adolphe Pinard 75014 Paris, France 
Tel: +33 1 5368 5571, Fax: +33 1 5368 5501 
E-mail: annavespa@yahoo.fr 

Website  http://isi.cbs.nl/iass 
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Message from the IASS Scientific Secretary 
I am delighted to be given this opportunity to serve the IASS as 
the Scientific Secretary for the next two years. My sincere 
thanks to my predecessor, Steven Heeringa, for his 
outstanding efforts in arranging the seven IASS Short Courses 
offered before the formal opening of the ISI Durban Session. I 
am also very grateful for all his support and expert advice 
during the transition period. 
The program of the IASS Short Courses that are offered 
immediately prior to the biennial meetings of the ISI is the most 
significant educational activity of the IASS. We start planning 
for the WSC Dublin by collecting ideas from IASS members for 
new short courses. These are new courses that are thought to 
be valuable additions to the pre-conference training program 
for 2011. If you have a short course topic that you feel would 
be a valuable addition to the WSC Dublin program, please 
submit your proposal for a new short course to Leyla Mohadjer 
at leylamohadjer@westat.com by 1 April 2010. After that date, 
the IASS Executive will review the historical offerings and the 
new proposals and establish a preliminary program of Short 

Courses for WSC Dublin 2011. Please include the following 
information in your proposal: 
 
• Course title and subject area description. 
• Name of text (if applicable), source of other instructional 

materials. 
• Syllabus for a course of approximately two days (12-16 

contact hours). 
• Target audience for the course, evidence of demand 

(optional). 
• Statement of relevance to the general IASS membership. 
• Statement of special relevance to statisticians in developing 

and transition countries who are likely to attend the WSC 
Dublin in 2011. 

 
Regards, 

Leyla Mohadjer 
leylamohadjer@westat.com 

 

International Society for Business and Industrial Statistics 
President Yves-Laurent Grize 

Baloise Insurance Group 
Aeschengraben 21 
CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland 
Tel: +41612857018; Fax: +41612859023 
E-mail: yves-laurent.grize@baloise.ch 

Section Editor Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi, Department of Information Systems & Decision 
Sciences, ESSEC Business School Paris 
Avenue Bernard Hirsch, B.P. 50105 
95021 Cergy-Pontoise Cedex, France 
Tel: +33-1-3443-3656 - Fax: +33-1-3443-3691 
E-mail: vinzi@essec.fr 

Websites ISBIS website: www.isbis.org  
ISBIS official Journal - Applied Stochastic Models in Business and Industry 
(ASMBI): www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-bin/jhome/66002616 

Message from the Incoming ISBIS President 
It is with a deep 
sense of honour but 
also with great 
pleasure that I am 
looking forward to 
the coming two-year 
presidency. ISBIS is 
a young, dynamic 
ISI Section as it was 
created in 2005 with 
ambitious aims. The 
first two presidents, 
Bovas Abraham 
(2005-2007) and 

Nick Fisher (2007-2009) have successfully moved ISBIS 
forward at a great speed and they deserve many thanks for 
their work. I do hope I will succeed in keeping up the 
momentum they managed to give to ISBIS. 
The last two years were especially marked by a number of 
achievements, including the establishment of: 

1. A new website (www.isbis.org) with up-to-date 
information on conferences, administrative matters, 
an online registration and membership renewal 
facility and, for members only, a direct access to our 

journal Applied Stochastic Models in Business and 
Industry (ASMBI); 

2. A mailing facility to send e-mails to the entire ISBIS 
membership; 

3. A regular electronic newsletter ISBIS News available 
free on the website; 

4. A Young Statisticians’ Group, y-BIS, within ISBIS; 
5. A solid program of Regional Meetings and biennial 

International Symposia. 
 
Furthermore, a complete revision of the ISBIS Statutes was 
undertaken, in particular, providing for the establishment of 
Special Interest Groups such as the Young Statisticians’ 
Group. 
 
I am very pleased that we were able to gain two young and 
dynamic personalities within the new Executive Committee: 
Professor Yulia Gel, from Waterloo University, as Vice-
President for Membership and Paulo Canas Rodrigues, a PhD 
student at Nova University of Lisbon, as Vice-President for 
y-Bis Members. You will learn more about these two new 
Executive members further in this ISI Newsletter.

Both the 57th Session of the ISI in Durban (the first ISI Session 
ever in sub-Saharan Africa) and the ISBIS Satellite Meeting at 
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the beautiful Stellenbosch University Campus were very 
successful meetings. You can read more on the Stellenbosch 
Statistical Symposium in the report, included below, written by 
Riaan de Jong, our Council member from South Africa. 
Among many the things and experiences I brought back with 
me from these two meetings, there is one impression that I 
would like to share with you. 
One of the objectives of ISBIS is to encourage links between 
statisticians in developing and developed countries: I realized 
after these two meetings how important this mission objective 
is and also how rewarding it can be. The number of 
participants from various African countries was really 
impressive, many of them young and bright people coming 
from academia, government agencies or industry and eager to 
learn more about our discipline. They were so pleased to have 
the opportunity to participate in an international meeting and 
meet world expert statisticians. This was especially the case at 
the ISBIS Satellite Meeting in Stellenbosch, since the smaller 
size of the Conference tremendously facilitated networking 
opportunities. 

To work towards this mission is definitely an activity that ISI 
and ISBIS, in particular, will focus on in the future, as it is not 
only beneficial for the participants themselves but also 
stimulating for our sometimes slightly “old-fashioned” 
associations, bringing in a refreshing breeze and intensifying 
the international character specific to ISI and ISBIS. 
With this view in mind, let me encourage you to attend the 
coming ISBIS Regional Meeting that will take place in 
Venezuela, University of Carabobo in Valencia, from the 25th to 
the 29th of October 2009. The main theme will be Industry and 
Environment. For more information, please visit: 
http://www.ing.uc.edu.ve/ebcv2009/indexe.php. 
Lastly, I would like to remind the ISI membership that they can 
join ISBIS for the additional fee of only € 17 (€ 9 for less 
developed countries, and € 0 for two years for students). 
Furthermore, if you belong to those 40% of ISI elected 
members who have not yet signed up for a Section, as pointed 
out by Denise Lievesley in the previous ISI Newsletter, then 
ISBIS membership is free! Remember that the benefits you will 
enjoy include free online access to our journal ASMBI! 
For more detailed information on membership, please consult 
our website or contact Yulia R. Gel, our Vice-President for 
Membership, at ygl@math.uwaterloo.ca or myself directly at 
yves-laurent.grize@baloise.ch. I am looking forward to 
welcoming you to be part of ISBIS! 
 

Yves-Laurent Grize 
 

Reports from Past Conferences: 
EURISBIS’09 in Cagliari (Italy) 
30 May – 3 June 2009 

The 2009 European Regional 
Meeting of the International Society 
for Business and Industrial Statistics 
(EURISBIS’09) was held in Cagliari, 
Italy, from 30th May to 3rd June 2009. 
The Scientific Program Committee 
was chaired by Vincenzo Esposito 
Vinzi (ESSEC Business School of 
Paris and Singapore; ISBIS Vice-

President), Nick Fisher (ValueMetrics; former ISBIS President) 
and Francesco Mola (University of Cagliari). 
EURISBIS’09 was organized under the scientific support of the 
International Association for Statistical Computing (IASC) and 
the Italian Statistical Society (SIS – Società Italiana di 
Statistica), and the organizational support of the ESSEC 
Business School of Paris and Singapore. The Local Organizer 
was the Department of Economics of the University of Cagliari. 
Francesco Mola and Claudio Conversano coordinated the 
Local Organizing Committee. The venue of the meeting was 
the Flamingo Resort, located in Santa Margherita di Pula, 
about 35 km from Cagliari downtown. 

From the scientific point of view, EURISBIS’09 confirmed the 
increasing interest towards “Statistics in Business and 
Industry”. The scientific program comprised two Keynote 
Lectures, a Plenary Session, 21 Invited Sessions and 15 
Contributed Sessions, in which approximately 110 people from 
18 different countries acted as speakers. They included 
academics from different disciplines and researchers from 
private sectors. Keynote lectures were given by Prof. William 
S. Cleveland (Department of Statistics, Purdue University) and 
Alessandro Fassò (Department of Information Technology and 
Mathematical Methods, University of Bergamo). Lecture topics 
were “Building Models for Complex Datasets” and “Air Quality 
Monitoring and Dynamical Mapping”, respectively. The Plenary 
Session was an ASMBI Discussion Session, organized by 
Fabrizio Ruggeri (CNR-IMATI, Italy), Editor-in-Chief of Applied 
Stochastic Models in Business and Industry (ASMBI), the 
official journal of the ISBIS society. Both Invited and 
Contributed Sessions focused mainly on statistical issues 
aimed at improving decision-making processes in Banking and 
Finance, Environment, Quality of Services for Small and 
Medium Enterprises (SMEs), Transport and Tourism.  
 
The meeting was well attended. About 150 people from both 
academia and industry took part in the scientific program 
during the four days. Oral presentations were characterized by 
clever applications of advanced statistical methods as well as 
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of methodological approaches and innovative statistical 
paradigms aiming to provide timely and efficient solutions to 
real and daily problems in business and industry. Interactions 
and discussions among speakers, session organizers and 
other participants were aimed at increasing the extent to which 
statistical thinking is merged with managerial thinking for good 
decision making under uncertainty.  
Special emphasis was also given to young statisticians. An 
ISBIS Young Statisticians group called y-BIS was officially set 
up under the responsibility of Paulo Canas and the scientific 
coordination of Claudio Conversano. It will promote ISBIS 
activities among young statisticians, as well as manage the 
organization of specialized sessions in upcoming ISBIS 
meetings in order to encourage young statisticians to 
participate. 
 

The social program had a “special afternoon/evening moment” 
on Monday, 1st June. All the participants spent the afternoon 
visiting the ancient city of Nora, an archaeological marvel that 
bears the traces of Carthaginian, Phoenician and Roman 
civilizations. Some of the ancient ruins lie under the crystalline 
seawater in a quiet and uncontaminated part of the coast, 
often caressed by a soft (Mistral) wind. After a visit to the 
charming village of Pula, excursionists experienced traditional 
Sardinian cooking such as “Porceddu” (roast suckling pig) in a 
typical Sardinian restaurant. Dinner was enlivened with the 
music of a local folk band. 
During the closing ceremony on 3rd June, Nick Fisher, 
Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi and Jaromir Antoch (IASC President), 
expressed their gratitude to Francesco Mola and Claudio 
Conversano for the excellent work done in organizing 
EURISBIS’09. The special thanks was also extended to all 
other members of the Local Organizing Committee and to the 
students of the Faculty of Economics who worked hard during 
the days of the meeting by taking care of all the details that led 
towards the organization of a successful event. 

Claudio Conversano 
 
ISBIS Satellite Meeting in Stellenbosch (South Africa)  
24-26 August 2009 
Close to 100 delegates from 16 countries registered for this 
Conference held at the Wallenberg Research Centre at the 
University of Stellenbosch, South Africa. The Conference 
followed the ISI Session that was held the week before in 
Durban, South Africa. Contrary to expectations, the rain stayed 
away, making the stay in Stellenbosch a splendid one for 
delegates. Stellenbosch is generally labeled as ‘the most 

beautiful part of South Africa’ and the fine weather enabled all 
delegates to enjoy the wine lands, mountains and general 
scenery in its fullest splendor. The social functions were held 
at two well-known wine estates, namely Neethlingshof and 
Spier. The scenic and beautiful Neethlingshof and the nomad 
African Village at the Spier created an unforgettable 
experience for delegates that attended these functions. During 
the African dances, the wife of a delegate who was from Peru 
decided to show the African dancers that she could match 
them in their moves. 
As far as the technical program was concerned, the plenary 
sessions were filled by prominent speakers such as David 
Banks (Duke University, USA), Yves-Laurent Grize (Baloise 
Insurance, Switzerland), Nico Laubscher (Consultant, South 
Africa) and Jac Laubscher (Group Economist, SANLAM, South 
Africa). All these talks challenged the interfaces of statistics 
with business and industry. In the process, the strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats for the discipline of 
statistics and the profession of statistician was discussed and 
debated. This led to many interesting discussions throughout 
the Conference. As always, it is clear that the science of 
statistics is alive and well, but that the profession of the 
statistician is under some threat. 
Many other delegates provided excellent invited technical and 
practical presentations.  
None more so than Trevor Hastie, Bovas Abraham, Yulia Gel, 
Dennis Lin, Max Finkelstein, Niël le Roux, Walter Zucchini and 
Ross Sparks among others. During these and other talks, 
Nozer Singpurwalla delighted the delegates with good humor 
and sharp comments. 
As far as applications were concerned, the papers focused on 
two main themes, namely the areas of finance and risk and the 
area of experimental design and process control in 
manufacturing.  
All in all, the Satellite Meeting achieved several objectives of 
ISBIS, in particular international collaboration among 
statisticians and users of statistics in business and industry 
was fostered. The meeting also contributed significantly 
towards the advancement and exchange of knowledge in 
business, financial and industrial statistics. Most of all, 
relationships between statisticians from developing and 
developed countries were formed and strengthened. 
A special word of thanks to the Organizers of this excellent 
Meeting! This was echoed by outgoing ISBIS President Nick 
Fisher as well as incoming ISBIS President Yves-Laurent 
Grize. The Local Organizing Committee was Tertius de Wet, 
Paul Mostert and Willie Conradie. 

Riaan de Jongh 
 
6th International Conference on Partial Least Squares and 
Related Methods in Beijing (PLS’09 - China) 
4-7 September 2009 
The 6th International Conference on Partial Least Squares and 
Related Methods (PLS’09) was successfully held on 4th-7th 
September 2009 in China at the Beihang University, the 
Beijing University of Aeronautics & Astronautics. Among the 
over 350 submitted papers, 80 were selected either as 
contributed papers or as posters. The Proceedings were 
published by the Electronic Industrial Press of China. Among 
the selected papers, about half of them were from Chinese 
authors. The remaining ones came from 20 different countries, 
including USA, UK, Japan, Korea, France, Italy, Germany, 
Australia, Canada, Spain, etc. 110 delegates registered for the 
Conference. 
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The PLS methods (Partial Least Squares or Projection to 
Latent Structures) were first introduced as PLS Path Modeling 
in late Sixties by Herman Wold and then as PLS Regression in 
1983 by his son Svante Wold, Harald Martens and their 
colleagues. Since then, many developments and several 
applications have been proposed, mainly in the field of 
chemometrics, social sciences, sensory data analysis, 
marketing, anthropology, bioinformatics, cosmetics, petrol and 
agro-alimentary industry, as well as in industries where 
production is run through continuous processes. Nowadays, 
these methods of statistical data analysis are widely used, in 
particular when there are lots of variables, few statistical units, 
missing data and eventually a multi-block data structure. The 
6th International Conference on Partial Least Squares and 
Related Methods was an exceptional Conference, where the 
most outstanding experts in PLS methods from all over the 
world met. 
PLS’ 09 followed the path started in Jouy-en-Josas (PLS’99, 
France), then in Anacapri (PLS’01, Italy), Lisbon (PLS’03, 
Portugal), Barcelona (PLS’05, Spain) and Ås (PLS’07, 
Norway). PLS’09 was organized with the support of the 
ESSEC Business School of Paris and the HEC School of 
Management, with the financial support from National Natural 
Science Foundation of China, and with scientific sponsorship 
from two Sections of the International Statistical Institute (ISI), 
namely the International Society for Business and Industrial 
Statistics (ISBIS) and the International Association for 
Statistical Computing (IASC), as well as of the International 
Federation of Classification Societies (IFCS). 

Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi 
 
New Officers for ISBIS Executive Committee 
August 2009 - August 2011  
As announced in the previous ISI Newsletter, the ISBIS 
Executive Committee for the period 22nd August 2009 - 26th 
August 2011 consists of: 

President: Yves-Laurent Grize  
(Switzerland) 

President-Elect: Vijay Nair 
(USA/Malaysia) 

Vice-President 
Scientific Program: 

 
Nick Fisher (Australia) 

Vice-President 
Communications: 

Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi 
(France/Italy) 

Vice-President 
Membership & Outreach: 

Yulia R. Gel 
(Russia/Canada) 

Vice-President 
y-BIS members: 

Paulo Canas Rodrigues 
(Portugal) 

 
Yulia R. Gel, from Waterloo University, and Paulo Canas 
Rodrigues, a PhD student at Nova University of Lisbon, are the 
new entries in this Committee. It is our pleasure to let them 
present their young and dynamic personalities below. 

Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi 
 
Yulia R. Gel 
(ISBIS Vice-President Membership & Outreach) 
Yulia R. Gel is an Associate Professor in the Department of 
Statistics and Actuarial Science of the University of Waterloo, 
Canada. She got her PhD degree in Mathematics from Saint-
Petersburg State University, Russia. She held visiting positions 
at the University of Washington, George Washington 
University and University of California, Berkeley, USA. Her 
main research interests concern time series analysis and 
spatio-temporal modeling, with applications ranging from 
weather and climate forecasting to legal statistics. Professor 
Gel is an elected member of the International Statistical 
Institute (ISI) and Vice-President Membership and Outreach of 
the International Society on Business and Industrial Statistics 
(ISBIS). 
As a newly incoming VP on Membership and Outreach, I 
would to like to encourage all readers of the ISI Newsletter to 
consider this excellent opportunity to become a member of 
ISBIS. Although ISBIS is a relatively new Section within ISI, 
established only in 2005, our Society is quickly becoming one 
of world's leading professional associations for the 
advancement of statistical methodology for business, industrial 
and financial applications. ISBIS members are a broad 
community of statisticians and allied professionals whose 
technical interests are rooted in business and industrial 
statistics and related fields. ISBIS provides a variety of 
networking, partnerships, publishing, training and advertising 
opportunities and fosters an interest in business and industrial 
applications of statistical science by serving student members 
in colleges and universities around the world. Become a 
member of our dynamic Society now! 

Yulia R. Gel 
 
Paulo Canas Rodrigues 
(ISBIS Vice-President y-BIS Members)  

Paulo Canas Rodrigues has 
graduated in Applied Mathematics 
by Nova University of Lisbon. After 
finishing his master’s in Statistics, 
from Instituto Superior Técnico - 
Technical University of Lisbon, he 
became a PhD student of 
Mathematics (specialty of 

Statistics) at the Nova University of Lisbon under the 
supervision of Stanislaw Mejza and João Tiago Mexia. The 
main focus of his PhD Thesis is Applied Statistics in 
Agronomy, Plant Breeding and Genetics. Besides these 
studies, he has some extra projects in Time Series and 
Applications to Business and Industrial Statistics. Currently, he 
is a Visiting Fellow and Teaching Assistant at Biometrics, 
Wageningen University, The Netherlands. 

Paulo Canas Rodrigues 
 
ASMBI Call for Papers on: 
Games and Decisions in Reliability and Risk 
This is a call for papers meant for the Special issue of ASMBI 
(Applied Stochastic Models in Business and Industry – the 
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official Journal of ISBIS) on Games and Decisions in Reliability 
and Risk. 
The objective of the special issue is to introduce a new theme, 
the use of game theory and decision theory in reliability 
analysis and risk analysis. In so doing, the special issue aims 
to bring together novel research from disciplines that have a lot 
to contribute to this theme, including economics, engineering, 
finance, mathematics, medical sciences, probability, and 
statistics. 
The issue will not only consider papers presented at the 1st 
Symposium on Games and Decisions in Reliability and Risk 
which was held at The George Washington University on 27-
28 May 2009, but will also be open to public for submission of 
papers relevant to the theme. 
The deadline for submission of papers is 31 January 2010. 
The papers should be submitted at: 
mc.manuscriptcentral.com/asmb 
following the ASMBI author submission guidelines given on 
www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/asmbi 
 
The Editor of the special issue is: 
Refik Soyer 
Department of Decision Sciences 
The George Washington University 
Washington, DC 20052 
Tel: +1-202-994 6445  
Fax: +1-202-994 2736  
E-mail: soyer@gwu.edu 

Fabrizio Ruggeri 
 
ISBIS Regional Meeting in Venezuela 
25-29 October 2009 
ISBIS is sponsoring the 6th Meeting Colombia Venezuela on 
Statistics. This Meeting will take place at the University of 

Carabobo in Valencia, Venezuela, 25-29 October 2009. Main 
theme this year will be Industry and Environment. 
Please visit: http://www.ing.uc.edu.ve/ebcv2009/indexe.php 

Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi 
 
ISBIS website (www.isbis.org)
The address of the official ISBIS website is www.isbis.org. This 
is the place to look for up-to-date information on the activities 
of ISBIS including a member-only zone with electronic access 
to the ASMBI-Journal, list of members, papers from past 
conferences and much more. 
For further information on the website, or suggestions for its 
content, please contact Yves Grize (ISBIS President Elect) at: 
yves-laurent.grize@baloise.ch 

Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi 
 
ISBIS Membership  
ISBIS membership is open to all individuals and organizations 
with a professional interest in any aspect of business, financial 
and industrial statistics. There are individual, institutional, and 
student memberships. Details and application forms can be 
obtained from the ISBIS website (www.isbis.org) or contact 
Yves-Laurent Grize (yves-laurent.grize@baloise.ch) or Yulia 
R. Gel (ygl@math.uwaterloo.ca). 
If you are already a member of the ISI and one or more of its 
Sections, you can add ISBIS to your membership for a small 
fee by sending an e-mail to Mrs. Margaret de Ruiter-Molloy in 
the ISI Office (m.deruitermolloy@cbs.nl). 
You can now renew your ISBIS membership electronically by 
using the form on: http://isi.cbs.nl/intro-payment.htm.

Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi 
 

The International Environmetrics Society 

President Daniela Cocchi: president@environmetrics.org 

Section Editor Michael Dowd: mdowd@mathstat.dal.ca 

 

Website http://www.environmetrics.org/ 

News from TIES 
The 21st Annual Conference of the International Environmetics 
Society will be held in Margarita Island, Venezuela on 20-25 
June 2010. The Theme is "Sustaining our Environment under 
Changing Conditions: Quantitative Methodological 
Challenges". Please see the Conference website at 
www.cesma.usb.ve/ties2010/ for further information.

In other Society news, the President's Invited Lecture at TIES 
2010 will be given by Bruno Sanso of the University of 
California, Santa Cruz. We are also pleased to announce that 
the TIES representative for ISI's web page committee is 
Dr. Grace Chiu. 
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Irving Fisher Committee on Central Bank Statistics 

Chair Mr. Manuel Marfán, Member of the Board, Central Bank of Chile, Santiago, Chile 
Tel: +56 2 670 2583, Fax: +56 2 670 2915 
E-mail: mmarfan@bcentral.cl 

Section Editors Paul Van den Bergh 
Christian Dembiermont 
Madeleine Op ‘t Hof 
Monetary and Economic Department,  
Bank for International Settlements, Basel, Switzerland 
Tel: +41 61 280 8335; Fax: +41 61 280 9100 
E-mail: ifc.secretariat@bis.org 

Website http://www.bis.org/ifc 

 

The IFC's contribution to the ISI Session in Durban 
The IFC sponsored or co-sponsored 7 IPMs and 3 STCPMs 
for the 57th ISI Session in Durban. The Committee also 
organised a seminar with the South African Reserve Bank prior 
to the start of the ISI Session. The topic of the seminar was 
“Economic and financial convergence en route to regional 
economic integration: Experience, prospects and statistical 
issues amidst global financial turmoil”. The seminar was aimed 
at IFC members and central banks from the Southern African 
Development Community (SADC).  
 
Regional workshops on CPI measurement 
Two regional central banking groups have expressed an 
interest in sponsoring a workshop with the IFC in 2009. The 
South East Asian Central Banks Research and Training Centre 
(SEACEN) is an institutional member of the IFC. The topic 
would be on CPI measurement (headline, core, inflation 
perception, inflation expectations). The workshop with 
SEACEN will take place on 12-16 October 2009 in the 
Philippines. The second workshop on the same topic would be 
in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, with the central banks of the Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC). The date for the GCC event still 
has to be confirmed. Participation for both events will be by 
invitation only. 
 
Conference on "Methodological issues related to 
residential property price indices".  
The Conference will be organised in cooperation with Eurostat 
and the IAOS in Basel on 11 and 12 November 2009. The 
purpose of the Conference is to identify the key issues that 
need to be addressed from the perspective of both users and 
compilers of such statistics. Participation will be sought from 
experts from national statistical institutes, central banks, 
academia, the private sector and the media. More information 
can be found on the sponsoring organizations’ website.  
 

Training event on National Accounts methodology  
The National Bank of Belgium (NBB), one of the founding 
members of the IFC, will organise a training event for IFC 
members on National Accounts methodology in May 2010. It 
will build on its expertise in compiling the national accounts for 
Belgium, but will also draw on support of other IFC member 
institutions. Participation will be by invitation only. 
 
IFC publications 
The 30th and 31st issues containing the results of the IFC 
organised workshops on “The use of surveys by central banks” 
and the IFC Conference “Measuring financial innovation and 
its impact”, respectively, were published in July 2009.  
 
The IFC also encourages the publication of analytical work on 
topical statistical issues of interest to the international central 
banking community, other than what is presented at various 
IFC meetings. Analysis by experts of the Committee's 
institutional members as well as by other analysts, including 
outside the central banking community, can be submitted for 
publication in the IFC Working Paper series. More information 
on the criteria and review process is available on the IFC 
website http://www.bis.org/ifc/publications.htm.

2010 IFC Conference 
The fifth IFC Conference on “Initiatives to address data gaps 
revealed by the financial crisis” will take place in Basel in the 
week of 23 to 27 August 2010. As at the previous four IFC 
Conferences, it is expected that more than 100 central bank 
economists and statisticians from around the world will 
participate and that a few dozen papers will be presented. 
Participation is open to IFC institutional members, other central 
banks, as well as members of other ISI Sections and 
Committees.  
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IFC Executive
 

Memories of the ISI’s Past 

ISI President Professor Friedrich Zahn addresses the Mexican Parliament at the start of the 21st ISI Session in Mexico City, 1933. 
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Nominations Sought for 2011 Waksberg Award 

The journal Survey Methodology has established an annual invited paper series in honor of Joseph Waksberg to recognize his 
contributions to survey methodology. Each year a prominent survey statistician is chosen to write a paper that reviews the development 
and current state of an important topic in the field of survey methodology. The paper reflects the mixture of theory and practice that 
characterized Joe Waksberg’s work.  

Previous honorees have been Gad Nathan (2001), Wayne Fuller (2002), Tim Holt (2003), Norman Bradurn (2004), J.N.K. Rao (2005), 
Alastair Scott (2006), and Carl-Erik Särndal (2007), Mary Thompson (2008), Graham Kalton (2009), and Ivan Fellegi (2010).  

The recipient of the 2011 Waksberg Award will give the 2011 Waksberg Invited Address at the Statistics Canada Symposium to be 
held in the latter half of 2011. The paper will be published in a future issue of Survey Methodology. 

The author of the 2011 Waksberg paper will be selected by a four-person committee appointed by Survey Methodology and the 
American Statistical Association. Nomination of individuals to be considered as authors or suggestions for topics should be sent before 
February 28, 2010, to the Chair of the Committee, Dan Kasprzyk (DKasprzyk@Mathematica-Mpr.com).  

ISS-2009 on Inferences in GLLMMs 

The International Symposium in Statistics (ISS) on Inferences in Generalized Linear Longitudinal Mixed Models (GLLMMs) took place in 
Memorial University, Canada, from July 20 to 23, 2009. This meeting with its specialized GLLMMs theme was attended by 45 delegates 
from many countries such as Australia, Japan, India, Mauritius, Denmark, Italy, USA and Canada. The symposium started with a 
plenary talk entitled ‘GLLMMs and Inferences’ by Professor Brajendra C. Sutradhar, an ISI member and host of the Symposium. Other 
plenary talks were delivered by highly reputed Professors: Raymond J. Carroll, Noel A. Cressie, William T.M. Dunsmuir, and Mary E. 
Thompson. In total, 22 papers were presented and 6 of them by graduate students. Thus, the meeting was a grand success with an 
excellent academic program complemented by various social events including a barbeque, the Symposium banquet and an ocean tour. 
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